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Applications of Boolean Matrices to the Analysis of fev Diagrans

Reone 2. Prosser

ABSTRACT

An analysis of the structure, or connectivity,
of flow diagrams associated with computing wachine prograns
ie made by noans of Boolean matrices, A Boolean matrix
is a matrix whoee entries aro all either 0 or 1. With
each program flow diagram is aseociated a pair of Boolean
watrices. The first of these, called the connectivity
watrix, contains the tepological structure of tho diagran,
and the second, called the precedence matrix, contains the
invut-output structure of the diagram. Slementary compu
tations on these matrices are shown to yield detailed
information concerning the internal eonsistency of the
program. Possible applications to automatic debugging
procedures are sucrasted.



Applications of Boolean Matrices to the Analye{s of Flow Diagrams

Reese T, Prosser

T. Intpodyetion

Any serious attempt at automatic programming of large-sonle digital
Computing machines met provide for anwe sort of analysis of program etrace

ture. Questions concerning otder of operationa, location and disposition
of transfers, {dentifiontion of subroutines, internal consistency, redux

dancy and equivalence, all involve a knowledge of the structure ef the

program under study, and must be handled effectively by any automatic

programming system.

The structure of a prograr is. wwlly by detailed

epeaifieations deroribing the program, and my usually be givens convenient

geomatric rapresentation & meate of flow diagrams. Ordinarily, neither

of these forus ie tenediately adaptadle for handling by wachise, and for

this purpose another represmtation of the sane information must be found,

Such a Fenresentation certainly have these properties

1) It ehould be easy to construct and revroduce,

2) It should ve adaptable to handling by machine.

3) It should contain 211 of the 1 provided by

the topology of the flow diagram,



II, The Conngativity Matrix

A representation which has all thease properties way be given by

means of Boolean matrices, By a Boolean matrix we mean & wabrix whose

conaist entirely of O's and The representation is constructed

as Suppose we ere given the structure of a progran, say in the

. form of a flow diagram consisting of boxes, representing program operations,

eonnected by directed Line seguents, represent ing the progran flow, We

are: interested only in the connectivity, of this Migran,

and not in the properties of the individwal boxes. We no restrio-
tions. at all on the connectivity, and in particular, branches and Loops.

of all kinds are aduiesible. We begin by nunbering the boxes of the dia-

gram, say from 1 to n, in ny convenient wanner whatever. Yor later eon

venience we adjoin to the diagram a tex numbered Q as the initial, or

input, position and a box numbered ae the final, or output, sosition

of the diagram, We next aonetruct an x (nt+2) Boolean matrix,

(a, ). called the ognneaqtivity matrix assotiated with the diagras by

atipulating that a, 1 if the diagram containg a directed line seguentij
leading directly from box 1 to box j, and = otherwise. Thus Bay

= 1

1f box 1 way be followed dmnediately by box j in the program, and 0

otherwise. <

It 4a evident that this matrix is oney to oonetruct and easy to.

handle, It is determined uniquely by the diagram, up to a permutation

of the entries due to a renumbering of the boxes, and in turn it deter.

mines the diagran, in the sense that the diagran my be completely recon-

atructed from the matrix thus it weets all of our requirements.



This idea is certainly not nev. Boolean mtrices have been used

extensively to study the connectivity and orientation of granhe (7. 12},
networks [4, 6], organization and group dynamics probleus [8], and more

genersliy, finite Markov proaeeses [11]. Shannon (13} nae pointed out

that every flow diagram is essentially a finite Markov process, #0 that we

have here # very enecial ouse of fhaj. On the other hand it ie vorth

how well this idea adapts iteelf to prorram analysis. A

sivilar attempt with a somewhat different viewpoint appears in fas].

III, Analysis

Certain elementary computations on the connectivity matrix yield
detailed information on the program flow. To show how this cones about,

'we define & one-row matrix

& @ (0, Oy cove le 0)

Column
with 1 in the ith row and 0's elsewhere. 'hen from the definition of A,

ve that matriz product mA ie a one-row matrix which has 1 in the jth
oolum if i+ te possible to proceed from bor 1 to box j in one step, and

0 otherwise. By repeating this argument, we see that the produgt

aye? = (9,4) A is a one-row patrix whoee jth coluan is 1 (or more) if
it fe poseible to proceed from box 4 to box J 'pm actly tvo stena, and

0 otherwise. A similar interpretation may evidently be given to higher

powers of A,

Yow a? need not de a Boolean matrix. But it is clear that for our

purpose we loee nothing if we replace all non-zero entries in a? with 1's,



This amounte to sultipying A by A according to the fobwing rule: The
Boolean vroduct A, 2 Boclean matrices A and B

matrix whope gatry is

V (ay A
Mey)

Here v and A devote the Boolean.operations of max and win, respectively.
JIn the sane spirit we define: The Boolean swe ay B of the Boolean ustrices
A and B ia that watrix whose i-j entry ay4 v Dgye Thus Boolean sums

and products of Boolean matrices are forned in the sane way as ordinary
matrix sums and products, exceot that + is replaced ty end x by A

.

Mow the way ie clear for induction. Let A bp the connectivity
matrix of a flow diagram, and define

™ 4 A mA A tines

3 * Beni V = & te v

Theorem 1. i-j entry of A. is 1 if it 1s. possible to proceed

from box 4 to box j in emotly m steps, and 0 otherwise. She i-j entry

of B, is 1 1f it fe possible to proceed from vox i to box j in at most

: The

m steps, and 0 otherwise,

poof: For m= i, doth statements reduce to definitions. Mow

supose both statements hold for m= Rot and consider the case

a +1. The i-j etry 4e just V Bane" where

Oy,
a : the entry oft Taie is sero, wless for some &

:



we have = = 1, But thie means that it is porsible to

progeed from bex i to box k in exactly one step, and from box k
to box j in exactly m steps. Thus the 4 entry of Aa is 0

unless it. fe possible to proceed from box 1 to bex J in exactly

Mptl steps. The second statenent follows iumediately fron the first.

4 existe as a Boolean watrix, which weThe limit lin
denote by B. Moreover, we have 3 = 3 for all m > p, where p ie the

length of the longest open path in the 'fagrae,

Proof: Since the entries o B are monotone increasing vith a,

second statement fellows from the observation that if it is pos
-eible to preceed from vox i to box j at all, it {fs possible to

do so along an open path ({.., one containing no loops), and

hence in lese than steps. Thus if the i-j entry of fe 1

for any m, it is i for m= p. This weans that * whenever

exiete and forms a Boolean matrix. Theit is clear that,iis

m2 Pe

theorem, 36 fhe i-j entry of 2 fe 1 if it te possible to proceed

trom bex 1 to box j in any number of steps, and 0 otherwise,

Proof! This follows immediately from the proof ef Theorem 2.

The matrix 3 is obviously computable by sachine from the tatrix A,

and since only Boolean operations are involved, the tine required for this

computation is not prohibitive even for fairly large n. On the other hand,



it follows from theorem 3 that the matrix 3 contains detailed information
about the consistency of the flow Aiagran. Ve cite sone obvious examples!

1) Zt is possible to get from the input to box i only > Thus

if there are no spurious hexes, the top row of 3 sust contain all
04

1° a (except for >
:

00

2) It te possible to get from box i to the output only if Os (ne2)
= 1,

Thue if there are no boxes without exite, the last column of 3
wust contain all 1's (except for Cntr) (me) de

3) It ie pogsible te get from box i to box i only if My = 1. Thus

if there are so leope in the program, the wain diagonal of 2
must contain all O's, Boxes involved in loops are revresented by

1's on thie diagonal,

&) After. leaving bor 1, it is possible to go through box J only if

My
= 1. Mow if we alter vox i thea only those boxes following

box 1 in the program will be affeoted. These boxes are represented

by 1's in the Ath raw of B.

5) If the matrix decomposes inte relatively independeat submatrices,

then the program decowposes into relatively independent subprograms.

Foe it may be possible to identify natural subprograms directly

from the form of the matrix B,

IY. Branples

The foregoing theory will be further illuminated by apolication to



congrate problene. As a firat exnuple we choose a flow diagram containing
an inoonsistency, and. hew how this inconsistency 1s reflected in
the mtrix B, The diagram fe showm in figure 1. Here the baxes are
already numbered, the int and output boxes, The eennectivity
watrix for this disgran ie a 7 x 7 watrix, whose entries are

AnA™

A, bo A A=

fOLo

: 7020 100 6,
001 000 0
010 000 0
000 011 0
600 000 1

\900 001 1
000 000 0

4

Yow A. = A. Straightforward compatation gives

011
000 0
000 0
001 1)
20

001
010
001
000
000
000
'000

001.0
000 0

011 111 :0

011 000 0
011 000 0
600 ou. 2
000 000 1,
000 001 20 000 0

B* By 4*

601 1
001 000 0

000 0
001 0
000 0
001 9

+

010
000
000
000
000 00 0



Oll 111
011 000 0
011 000 0

000 001 1
G00 000

000 011 2v A
000 00 1

A glance at the diagran shows that 411 possible paths (without
repetition) oan be traversed in at nost three steps, eo that by Theoren 2,
Be 3,. This can te checked by computing Bye which is equal to Fron
thin matrix we verify immediately that all boxes are connected to the in-
put (firet row), wit boxes 1 and 2 are not connected to the output (last
Solum). . Boxes 1, 2 and 5 are involved in loops (note diagonal), Nore-

over, if we delete the first row and last column of B, then the reminder
can be decomposed inte submatrices:

11 000
141 0000 011 =
00 000
06 002

« This implies that boxes 1 and 2 and011
000

=and
11

baxes 3, 4 and 5 form two independent subprograms whose associated

matrices are just Mand (Of course, the sleplicity of this deuumpe-

sition is due to the particular scheme adopted for numbering the boxes.)

This simple example serves to illustrate the scope of the method.

This sane method bas an obvious application to the problea of

devugging programs slready compiled. In this case the boxes are already



wosdered by the sequential dexcription of the prograp. Mereover, it ie
not necessary to draw the corresponding flow eince, except for
trenefers, each operation ie followed by the next in sequence, As a

second example we take a typical SAP writeup ef an IBM 704 procran, with
no incenstatencies. (This program acmputes an array of 100 quantities.

4, according to the forsuls

Betog \

ay if is

BAP Progra
LD8

2, SxD &

3s OhA BL

4, 6

GHS

6. apn Al
STO C1

8. 9

9. XI 10

10, wx 2

Li. XI. 12

12. mx 2

ij

i.

7

13.

The associated connestivity matrix oan be written down directly, and is

simply



001 000 000 000 gd
YOU 100 000 00
000 011 000 000 6

010 000 000 a00

600 001 000 000 0 { Kote that, except for trange
000 000 100 000

fer instruetions, 1's aonear060 000 010 G0 96

A* 000 000 001 0 Q] only on the super
000 000 000 100
010 000 000 010 0
000 000 000 001 0
010 000 000 000
000 000 000 000 0

v The Pranedenng Matrix

r further analysis of the etracture of @ program can be made

information concerning the precedence relations in the prograr is available.

If we know, for example, that the output of box i ts required for the in-

put of box J, then we krow that the operation represented by box 1 sust

precede that represented by box j in the program eaquence, Clearly this

places additional requirements on the internal connectivity of the progran.

The precedence relations way be incorporated inte our analysis

through the introduotion of a second Boolean matrix associated with the

program, which we eall the nregaierqe of. fi, 9 Xt 4s gon

follows. Ye number the baxes of the diagram as in Section II, and

stipulate that the i-1 entry of fe ta ba) if the ovtout of vox i

(uy dei t Gf Uh) de revived fer tha inet of dor 1, ard Q otherwise.

Clearly this matrix contains the precedence relations in the same way that

ij

the mtrix 4 contains the connectivity relations o the progran, and will

yield to a similar anewlysia. We observe here that the two matrices are

closely related, though they need not be identical.
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Proceeding as in Section {1, we define

"hiya g

2

B->%

and observe that the of that section may be translated
iuto the present situation. In partioular, the i-J entry of the wetrix D
is 4 if and only if there is # chain of boxes in the diagram paginning

with box 4 and ending with tex j such that each be in the chain woet

2 2

precede the next. Obvious applications include the followings

She precedence requirements are internally consietent only if the

Gfagram contains ne closed chain of Doxes each of which must pre-

cede the next, This fe the oase only if no diagonal entry of Dd

ie 1. Thi we require that trace 2 = 0 for this consistency (of. f2}).

1)

2) In general, box J depends on box 1 only if aj," 1. Tous t

dex 1 is altered, thie will affect only those boxes whose entries

4n the ith rew of D are 1.

Occasionally it ia desirable 'to reorder the sequence of operations

fn some part of the program. "hia te possible only if the pre
3)

cedence Fequirements are not violated by the reordering. Thus box i
way de interebanged with vox J in a chain operations only if
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a =d Information of thie kind ie evidently useful in
45 ji
optimising flow diagrams for tine or storage requirements.

vi. The Deminanee trix.

Tn evadying problens involving the reordering of operations ine
program, it {9 often useful to introduce a notion of daminance in the flow

diagram, defined as follows: Wq har i dominates bar 1 if every oath

(leating frov tent te gutpet. throurh the dtngraa) which oaeses throurk

bax 1 punt alae pAgg throuch bax 1, Thus box i dominates bax j tf bax J
is subordinate to box f in the program. J my havpen that two boxes

dominate each other (in which case we say they are equivalent), or that n

neither dominates the other (in which oase we say they are independent).

The idea here, of course, is that in general reordering is possible only

anong boxes which are equivalent in this sense. Proceeding along these

Wines, we define a third Boolean matrix 3, called the dqminange matrix.

vy stipulating that the i entry 6 of Fin] if var 1 doninates box 4,

and 2 otherwise. It ie olear thet the dominance matrix is determined by

the connectivity matrix, and can be produced from it vy a suitable

soanning procedure, Applications includes

1) Box { and box Jj my be interchanged, precedence requirements

permitting, only if they are equivalent. Thie te the case only

4f we have 43" °ji

2) In preparing a program for a machine which admits parallel .

operation, it is desirable to know which operations in the pro-

gran any he porforued eimltanecusly. Two operations Bay be
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:

an

performed simultaneously without further investigation oly if
they are equivalent and subject to no :precedence requirenents,
i.e. on1y if a -

ays
= 0 ané

#45
1,

It de souetimes useful to row when two are equivalent
in some sense. Any efreotive definition ef equivalence requires
a deteiled mowledce of what happens at branch points in the

progran (i.0., the tranefer conditions), An interesting analysis
of this problem. ie cumarized in fis], wat does not seem readily
adaptable to machine handling, By requiring & less effective
definition of equivalence, we oan give here an effeetive eri~
terion for deteraining whether or not two programs are equivalent.

To be precise, let us'agree that two vrorrang. qontginine

the same operations aybiagt tq fhe sare mrecedance rec iremant.
areeauivalent. if. far qagh oath (leading fron jnnut to ontout)

threneh She firat. thare {9 @ corresponAjng path threwh tha

second parsine through the sape ong. We do not require

:

that the operations appear in the same sequence, even that

they appear the same number of times, 4m both paths, his defi-

nition, however, ia sufficient for most purposes, at least for

program containing no loops; Leops cannot de ineerporated under

s0 simple a scheme, and require special
Tn terms of flew diagrams, the equivalence criterion may be

as follows. Zo avoid ineseential complications, we assume

that no independant boxes (in the sense of dominance) are direstly
connected. This oan always be achieved by adding suitable

"empty" boxes to the diagram.. Then it is true that



made uo 9? the eume hoxes subiect to the aime vracedance reauire-
manta. are eq ivalent if and an 1 if their domiusnce matrices are

WIT. Remarks.

The essential point of our discussion is that the entire analysis
given here oan be rendily performed on any (large-scale) digital
The feanadility of crmputing the derived matrices B, n, and by machine

is acsured for which are not too ange. 4 very qayie estinate
inéicates that the time required to B from A on the IBM 708 is of

the order of 10 n° cyoles, where n is the number of boxes in the diagram.
In practice, this time may be rednced considerably by combining into one

box any subroutine whose vehavior is known. Thus for example it is ads

wantageous to replace any chain of boxes dy a single box. 'Sintlerly, in
analysing program writeups &t is sufficient. to consider only transfer

operations. Yor inetavce, a reduced form of the watrix Aof our second

example in section IV ie:

010 900
0c1 000 0
010 100 @

A' * ove 010 0
010 001 Of
000 000 0°

where vores 1 through 9 have been combined ba @ single boxe

Finelly we remark thet it is a straightforvard probles to construct

a debugging routine which could be used to analyse any program writeup



whose transfer tnetruotions have conetant addresses, Such a routine
would ecan the writeup, the instructions, construct
the connectivity and dominance matrices from then, conpute the derived

matrices and point ont any errora detectable by these methods. . These

te

the whole analysis heonwes completely automatic. :

Various other ayplieations of this analysis are suggested by the

results, By utilising the evident adaptability of these matrices to

gomputer handling, it de possible to sonetruct automatic program analysis
schemes which would detect in pronsed programs a large clase of comon

errors, feolate and identify key subroutines and reorganize them in optimal

equivalent propraus, scheme is currently under investigation here

at Linceln Laboratory, MIT,
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ABSTRACT

COMPUTERS OF THE FUTURE

This discussion is concerned with a radical change in the
technology utilized to manufacture digital data processing systems.
A picture of the effect of this change on our way of specifying and
designing systems is presented.

Present methods of circuit-system standardization are
contrasted with anticipated future methods. An illustrative example
of ''system function'' design and ''system tailored" circuits and devices
is given. A summary is made of the more important work required in
order to progress from present to desired future systems. This
involves integrated Research and Development on programming languages,
system logic, packaging, devices, materials, service techniques, and
manufacturing methods.
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COMPUTERS OF THE FUTURE

R. Rice

INTRODUCTION

This paper considers the advances required in many related

technologies to revolutionize the construction and use of digital data

processing systems. Webster gives as one definition of a revolution:

"A total or radical change. '' In the following discussion we are parti-

cularly concerned with the radical change in fabrication technology and

wish to analyze the effect that this change will have on our methods of

computer design and specification.

PRESENT METHODS

The manufacturing techniques used in the electronic portion of

today's digital data processing systems are illustrated in Figure 1. The

active devices are standardized in these systems. Circuit standardization

is established at what may be defined as the Boolean function level.

Circuits for AND, OR, Invert, Latch, Trigger, etc., are standardized

individually. The pluggable packaging usually combines several circuits,

either of the same type or in selected groups. A major system function

such as a complete working storage register and all its controls, an

arithmetic processing unit and its controls, etc., is obtained by assem-

bling a group of circuit packages on a panel and interconnecting the

circuit packages with individual wires. At the time the individual circuits

and packages are designed and optimized, very little information is
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available regarding their specific employment in systems functions.

A digital "system function" may be defined as a combination of

logical elements interconnected and timed to perform major operational

sequences in a data processor. One of our future objectives is to create

major digital system functions in one continuous, automated manufactur-

ing sequence.

FUTURE METHODS

A possible future method for producing major ''system functions"

such as complete working storage registers, process units, memory

arrays, etc., is illustrated in Figure 2. We envision this manufacturing

line as a set of printing presses through which a conveyor system

passes. Substrate material is placed on the conveyor and proceeds

through the line. At each stage one pattern of interconnections, insulation,

or active material is printed on the substrate. As required, bake ovens,

etc., may be strategically placed. Here, devices are standard by virtue

of the materials used. These materials are applied by a standardized

method to produce active elements, interconnections, insulation, etc., in

batches. The plates, inserted in each press, are made in an automatic

machine which develops the appropriate layout under equation cort rol for

major system segments.

The figure illustrating future methods is only diagramatic. The

manufacturing method chosen will probably depend on the basic component

technology and may be different for each type of component. Before com-

plete automation is realized it will be necessary to separately manufacture
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active elements and rely on automatic testing and insertion. The field will

be dynamic and the illustration indicates a trend, not a specific technique.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE OF A SYSTEM FUNCTION

A serial-by-digit, decimal adder is used to illustrate a system

function as shown in Figure 3. This represents a portion of an arithmetic

processing unit. The digital code assumed is a decimal ''one out of ten''

representation, chosen because decimal matrix addition is well under-

stood. Other examples or codes would have served equally well.

In this function a pair of decimal digits enters a process unit at

A and B and the added result is obtained at the output. A matrix, to be

described in detail, performs the first half addition. Other elements pro-

vide input drive, output carry detection, recombination, and the second

half addition. It is also necessary to store the presence or absence of

a carry 80 that as succeeding pairs of digits are processed the second

half addition circuit may be activated. Let it be assumed by way of example

that A equals 5 and B equals 6, as emphasized with heavy marked lines.

In the matrix the 5 on the vertical axis together with a 6 on the horizontal

axis activates an AND circuit which places an output on the eleventh

diagonal. After passing through the carry detection element, the eleventh

diagonal is recombined with the output line 1. The carry condition is

Let us now consider circuits for the matrixremembered for later use.

in more detail.

MATRIX UTILIZING INDIVIDUAL, STANDARDIZED BOOLEAN CIRCUITS

The circuit in Figure 4 is a Boolean standardized two-way AND
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circuit with one transistor, four resistors, and various internal inter-

connections. Several outputs may be wired together to form an appropriate

OR circuit. A two-way circuit is chosen since for our purposes in the

addition matrix a three- or four-way AND circuit has no advantage.

A ten by ten matrix of these AND circuits is illustrated in

Figure 5. For clarity, the internal circuit connections and devices have

been omitted. In the matrix addition is accomplished by the coincidence

of current on any pair of lines such as A Az 5andB=6. When the AND

circuit at this intersection is active, its output is placed on the eleventh

diagonal. For packaging purposes the designer has the choice of packag-

ing several AND circuits ona single pluggable unit
anit,

When the circuits

were optimized, only the two-way AND logic together with the output

loading conditions were known.

Let us now reexamine this same matrix from a ''system'' rather

than a circuit viewpoint (Figure 6). In this specific matrix elernent only

one AND circuit in the A x 5 column and the B = 6 row is "'on." This is a

system consideration and was not known at the time the Boolean AND

circuit was optimized. The vertical column A = 5 will now be considered

asa single element.

SYSTEM TAILORED CIRCUITS

A circuit which is tailored to this "system function" is illustrated

in Figure 7. For convenience, transistors have been shown, although

other devices such ae relays, tubes, cryogenic devices, etc., could have
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been used. The input A supplies current to oea common control which goes

to all the bases of the ten transistors. Since only one line on the B input

to the emitters is active at any instant, only one transistor will be conduc-

ting. Let us now examine the addition matrix utilizing this "system

tailored" circuit.

MATRIX UTILIZING SYSTEM FUNCTION CIRCUITS

The complete matrix is again shown in Figure 8, this time

utilizing ten of the "system func tion"circuits. The "A'' entries on the

vertical axis go directly to the common control connections of the ten

AND circuits. The "B'' entries are connected to the emitters of the ten

transistors in each of the ten circuits. The collectors are connected to the

output lines which are functionally equivalent to diagonals in the previous

matrix. Note the identical configuration of the wiring to the inputs of all

ten matrix columns. The outputs of each "systern AND" circuit are con-

nected in a pattern which drops down to the next output line for each suc-

cessive group. Thus, to add 5 to the number entering B the sixth AND

circuit is activated. The number 6 on the B entry is moved down five

units on the output, giving a sum of ll. Although the number of transistors

required in both matrix examples remains the same, the passive elements

are eliminated and the packaging pattern for both interconnections and

devices is drastically improved.

In the illustration the solid lines represent a layer of interconnections

on the front of a printed substrate and the dotted lines, a second layer on

Inasmuchthe rear. Connections through the substrate are indicated by dots.
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as ten system function circuits are used, ten component packages consisting

of active elements only may be mounted on a single substrate that contains

the complete interconnection wiring.
A computer may be described as ''a bunch of wires connected by

active elements. '' This second method of matrix design underscores

that definition. Three important features become apparent in this

example. First, careful attention to system function circuits will lead

to logical layouts that are much easier to express algebraically for

equation-controlled manufacturing. Second, the amount of packaging and

interconnections, and the number of elements involved can be reduced over

Third, new "system function'' device specifications willpresent methods.

emerge.

SYSTEM TAILORED DEVICES

The previous discussion presented an example in which circuits

Presentand system function logic were combined using standard transistors.

active devices are individual elements packaged separately, as shown in

Figure 9. The connections between the active and passive elements are gener-

ally made by individual wires, although more recent systems use printed

wiring for curcuit packages.

In an early generation, multi-element "system tailored" devices

will be available. In addition, a much greater proportion of the intercon-

nections will be etched and printed. Multi-element miniaturized components

have been made available in small quantities by American Bosch Arma, the
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Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratory Hughes Aircraft, RCA, Texas

Instruments, and others. Programs in molecular electronics to permit

the use of plating and vacuum-deposition processes are also receiving

attention. Much of this work is for military applications but will probably

be available for commercial use in the near future.

The production of interconnections and active elements in one

continuous manufacturing process will occur with the introduction of films,

either thick or thin, into systems. At this time, semiautomatic methods

of manufacture will be mandatory. Here it is obvious that separate con-

siderations of system functions, circuits, and devices may no longer exist.

The device illustrated contains multiple active elemente controlled by a

single line. Magnetic coupling is used to accomplish switching in thin

film cryogenic systems and speeds are very high. One suspects that

nature also provides a medium speed and cost arrangement if we are

clever enough to detect it.

Further in the future we may anticipate true microminiaturized

systems constructed from automatic, computer-controlled processes

utilizing bulk materials. The late Professor Dudley Buck has defined a

microminiature computer as: "A computer on a scale which could never

be looked at in an optical microscope. '' In this technology, the cost of

Logicalactive elements will approximate the cost of interconnections.

designers may enjoy the luxury of utilizing thousands of active elements

to perform logical functions of a complex nature.
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One of our major objectives is to reach the future system

illustrated here. Let us now consider some of the more important work

to be done to make this possible.

DIGITAL DATA PROCESSING APPROXIMATE RELATIVE COSTS

The bar graph (Figure 10) shows the approximate relative costs

of processing data in presently available comme rcial' general-purpose

digital systems. Problem preparation and programming costs are gener-

ally accepted as being approximately one half of the total. The remaining

costs may be divided into two major items: the electronic main frame

costs and the electromechanical peripheral equipment costs. The percent-

ages vary from system to system, but are essentially as follows: The

cost of the main frame electronics varies between 15 and 25 percent of the

total, and includes the main random access storage, the arithmetic and

logic unit, and controls. In the main frame, the switching devices cost

approximately one-third and the packaging (which includes circuit cards,

panels, interconnections, frames, display, covers, etc.), approximately

two thirds. The cost of the electromechanical portion of a system may

vary between 25 and 35 percent of the total and may be divided into two

parts. The first is bulk storage involving mechanical motion. This part

includes tapes, discs, drums, etc., and their attendant electronic equip-

ment. The second part is the input-output equipment, including communi-

cation devices.

PRESENT GENERATION

General purpose systems predominate at the present time.
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This is probably due to the relatively high cost of research and develop-

ment coupled with long design and manufacturing lead times for initial

production. Instructions usually include an operation, one or two addresses,

and a few special control bits. The instruction code at the machine language

level is relatively "micro" due to the general-purpose requirement and for

other reasons not covered here.

System specification normally starts with a market analysis

so that a potential product may be defined. Performance, storage volume,

input-output equipment, etc., are established at this time. Available

standard circuits and packages are considered during the specification of

system logic. Outputs from the system design are block diagrams, or

equations, or both. At this stage we do not know where each device or

circuit will beplaced, nor the length of interconnections.

In programming, present generation machines use autocoders

to translate from problem language into machine language. The auto-

coders, in many instances, involve execution time and occupy storage

space. This combination of autocoders and machine language is the

result of the programmer's desire to have a different machine language

than the one technology is able to economically provide.

Devices used in present systems, both active and passive, are

individually manufactured by semiautomated methods. This allows

individual testing, selection, and replacement in the event of malfunction.
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The circuits are Boolean optimized and the minor packaging

assemblages usually include several elementary functions. Recent trends

as evidenced in machines like the Philco TRANSAC, are toward the
4

inclusion of more Boolean type circuits on each pluggable element. Inter-

connections are a mixture of printed cards and hand inserted wires and

cables.

The major mechanical design of a system starts when logical

specification and Boolean standardized circuits are available. With this

information, the active and inactive elements may be located and packaged.

For the first time, lead lengths become accurately known. The output

from mechanical design is generally a complete set of blueprints which

go to the manufacturing engineering groups.

In the peripheral equipment area the bulk storage usually involves

magnetics and includes much mechanical equipment. Access to data in

this type of storage is either serial-by-bit or serial-by character. The

input-output equipment is essentially mechanical, taking data from a key-

board to a buffer storage and, later, taking data from a buffer toa

printer to produce hard copy.
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Servicing is usually done by a combination of electrical tests and

diagnostic programs. It involves locating the defective active or passive

elements and substituting new pluggable cards.

Summary

The specification and design of present systems is essentially a

serial process in which most major elements are individually standardized

and then assembled to make a system. The design feedback loops, while

many, have rather high impedence.

NEXT GENERATION

The next generation, as illustrated by the bar in Figure 1], may be

characterized mainly by ''system oriented" design and manufacturing

techniques. Commercial machines will probably remain general-purpose

in nature.

The bars illustrating approximate relative cost on this and suc-

ceeding generations does not necessarily indicate that the cost of an

equivalent advanced machine will be reduced. The length of the bars

represents the relative proportionate cost for each of the major elements

in a system for a particular generation. Past experience has shown that

as more powerful techniques become available we solve larger problems;

therefore, we have an option of obtaining more computing for our millions

or reduced costs for the same amount of processing. This is obviously a

designer's choice and will be adjusted to suit requirements as he specifies

a particular system.

A major change will occur in the specification of systems. Logic

and circuits will be merged to produce new system function circuits
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utilizing standard devices. The physical location of components, the

interconnection lengths and paths, and layout of the package will be speci-
fied as an integral part of logic. To attain these objectives a new

"syStem function algebra''is necessary. This algebra, which will begin
with the logical Boolean expressions, must be enriched to include the

active and passive device characteristics, the physical location of all

components, the interconnection paths and lengths, and timing.

Programming in this generation will be done with more powerful

macro-type instructions. Machine language instructions will approximate
the level typified by coding systems such as FORTRAN. Relatively speak-

ing, more hardware will be in the instruction controls with the objective of

making programming easy and fast.

Improved single function devices and some use of multifunction

devices may be anticipated.

A major change in packaging as well as in logic-circuit specifica-
tion will occur in this generation. Complete system functions will be

packaged on one replaceable element. Interconnections will be etched,

printed, evaporated, or batch produced by other automated techniques.

Manufacturing equipment, methods, and mechanical design techniques must

undergo the appropriate changes.

Service will be accomplished by locating and replacing malfunc-

tioning major system functions. If the individual devices are expensive,

they may be replaced at a testing and service center so that the system

function may be returned to stock. If not, the whole unit may be discarded.

Extensive built-in checking and automatic program diagnosis will be
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included. The logic of the machine will require more redundancy for

checking and diagnostic purposes.

Summary

This generation involves a major improvement in logical design
and packaging. New devices or other research items are not necessarily

required.

SECOND GENERATION (Figure 12)

Two major changes characterize the second generation systems.

First, system-tailored multi-element devices will be used extensively.

This will influence mechanical design, packaging, and manufacturing

equipment. Secondly, special-purpose machine systems to solve classes

of problems will be made on the same manufacturing line. The logical

specification of these machines will be generated by computers utilizing

system function algebra. Extensions of the algebra will control the manu-

facturing setup. This combination will drastically reduce design and pro-

duction lead times and cost of the product.

The availability of special-purpose systems will ease programming

difficulties through the use of application-tailored languages to solve

related classes of problems.

System-function design techniques and devices will be applied to

bulk storage. For input-output, electronics will replace mechanical equip-

ment wherever possible.

No on-line service will be performed since the ma chine will be

Atable to select alternate logical paths in the event of a malfunction.
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inspection periods, previously flagged defective system elements will be

removed and replaced.

THIRD GENERATION (Figure 13)

The true revolution begins in the third generation. Here, device,

package, and interconnections are inseparably merged. Major system

functions will be produced from bulk materials in computer-controlled

continuous manufacturing processes. Techniques such as vacuum deposi-

tion, electron beam writing, spraying, printing, etc., will be utilized,

depending on device technology chosen relative to the speed and cost range

desired, The use of three dimensional connections will alter packaging

concepts. Miniaturization for complete systems may now be realized.

This miniaturization will allow dramatic increases in the number of active

elements available for both logic and storage.

The availability of vast amounts of homogeneous storage with

internal logical capabilities will drastically alter programming methods. In

particular, built-in symbolic addressing will eliminate the inefficient and

tedious housekeeping associated with present-day machines. Coupled with

special-purpose instruction sets, this will allow machine language to

approximate problem language.

The input-out put equipment will now be reduced to that which is

used to communicate with humans or from machine to machine, since bulk

storage is now merged with the main frame.
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Service will be simple because automatic error detection and

correction by the machine will allow continuous operation. Defective

elements will be replaced at the next service period,

FUTURE GENERATION

We may envision a few aspects of future generations now

(Figure 14). True microminiaturization meeting Professor Buck's defi-

nition will be realized. Self-organizing systems will become possible due

to microminiaturization and better understanding of the logic involved.

The use of self-organizing systems to find optimum solutions to problems

will allow us to synthesize more economical, special-purpose systems for

on-line use.

For programming, we may anticipate that machine language will

approximate or equal human language if we have progressed properly to

this point and if we use self-organizing systems appropriately. A major

change in input-output techniques is required. Voice and pattern recog-

nition, and vastly improved display and printing systems are needed.

In this generation service will be accomplished by throwing the

whole computer away.

In summary, to progress from the present day data processing

capabilities to more desirable future systems, we require greatly increased

logical capabilities, vast amounts of storage, improved input-output methods

and more speed. All these elements tend to require microminiaturization,

batch-bulk processing, automated logical synthesis, and equation-controlled
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manufacturing. Consequently, both speed and system cost require and

benefit from this revolution.

CONCLUSION

Future computers (Figure 15) will be standardized as follows:

1, Interconnections and active devices will be made in a continuous

process from bulk raw materials to finished product.

2. The device, circuit, and interconnection technology will merge.

3, System function algebra will be used to specify all aspects of

design.

4, Completely automated, computer controlled manufacturing methods

will be used.

From these techniques we will obtain efficient special-purpose

digital data processing systerns, They will be produced economically

with short design and construction lead times through complete automation.

This will result in more brain power being devoted to discovering and

defining new problems, and in their cheap, efficient solution.
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Among the major problems facing technical management today
are those involving the coordination of many diverse activities toward a

common goal. Ina large engineering project, for example, almost all the
engineering and craft skills are involved as well as the functions represented

by research, development, design, procurement, construction, vendors,

fabricators and the customer. Management must devise plans which will
tell with as much accuracy as possible how the efforts of the people repre-

senting these functions should be directed toward the project's completion.

in order to devise such plans and implement them, management must be able

to collect pertinent information to accomplish the following tasks:

1) Te form a basis for prediction and planning

2) To evaluate alternative plans for accomplishing
the objective

3) To check progress against current plans and

objectives, and

4) To form a basis for obtaining the facts 30 that

decisions can be made and the job can be done.

Many present project planning systems possess deficiencies

resulting from techniques inadequate for dealing with complex projects.

Generally, the several groups concerned with the work do their own detailed

planning and scheduling -- largely independent from one another. These

separate efforts lead to lack of coordination. Further, it is traditional in

project work that detailed schedules be developed from gross estimates of

total requirements and achievements based on past experience. The main

reason for thie overaimplification stems from the inability of unaided human

beings to cope with sheer complexity. In consequence, many undesirable

effects may arise, Some important aspects of a project, which should be

taken into account at the outset, may be ignored or unrecognised. Asa

result, much confusion may arise during the course of the project. When
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this happens, the of the project is left to the coordinators

and expediters. In such circumstances, management loses much of the

control of 4 project and is never quite sure wheth4er its objectives are

being attained properly.
Recognizing the deficiencies in traditional project planning and

scheduling procedures, the Integrated Engineering Control Group (1. E.C.)
of E. 1. duPont de Nemours & Co. proceeded to explore possible alternatives.

It wae felt that a high degree of coordination could be obtained if the planning

and scheduling information of all project functions are combined into a single

master plan -- a plan that integrates ail efforts toward a common objective.

The plan should point directly to the difficult and significant activities -- the

problems of achieving the objective. For example, the plan should form

the basis of a system for management by exception. That is, within the

framework of the rules laid down, it should indicate the exceptions. Under

euch a system, management need act only when deviations from the plan

occur.
The generation of such a coordinated master plan requires the con-

sideration of much more detailed information at one time than heretofore

contemplated in project work. In turn, 4 new approach to the whole problem

of planning and scheduling large: project, is required, In late 1956,

Initiated a survey of the prospects for applying electronic computers as an

aid to coping with the complexities of managing engineering projects. The

following were the questions of most pressing interest: To what extent can

a computer-oriented system be used:

1) To prepare a master schedule for a project?

2) To revise schedules to meet changing conditions

in the "most" economical way?

3) To keep management and the operating departments

advised of project progress and changes ?



During the course of this survey outside help was solicited. As
part of their customer service, Remington Rand UNIVAC assigned the
first author to the job of providing some assistance, At the time the second

author represented duPont in this effort. The result of our alliance is the

subject of this essay.
We made a critical analysis of the traditional approach to planning

and a study of the nature of engineering projects. It quickly became

apparent that if a new approach were to be successful, some technique
had to be used to describe the interrelationships among the many tasks that

compose & project. Further, the technique would have to be very simple
and rigorous in application, if humans were to cope with the complexity of

a project.
One of the difficulties in the traditional approach is that planning

and scheduling are carried on simultaneously. At one session, the planrer
and scheduler consider -- or attempt to consider -- hundreds of details of

technology, sequence, duration times, caleridar deliveries and completions,

and cost. With the planning and scheduling functions broken down ina step

by step manner, fruitless mental juggling might be avoided and full advantage
taken of the available information,

Accordingly, the first step in building a model of a project planning

and scheduling system was to separate the functions of planning from sched-

uling. We defined planning as the act of stating what activities must occur

in a project and in what order these activities must take place. Only tech-

nology and sequence were considered. Scheduling followed planning and is

defined as the act of producing project timetables in consideration of the plan

and costs.
The next step was to formulate an abstract model of an engineering

project. The basic elements of a project are activities or jobs: determina-

tion of specs, blueprint preparation, pouring foundations, erecting steel,

etc. These activities are represented graphically in the form of an arrow

diagram which permits the user to study the technological relations among

them.
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Cost and execution times are associated with each activity in the

project. These factors are combined with the technological relations to

produce optimal direct cost schedules possessing varying completion dates.

As a result, management comes into possession of @ spectrum of possible

schedules, each having an engineered sequence, a known elapsed time span,

a known cost function, and a calendar fit. In the case of R & D projects,
one obtains ''most probable" schedules. From these schedules, management

may select a schedule which maximizes return on investment or some other

objective criterion.
The technique that has been developed for doing this planning and

scheduling is called the Critical-Path Method. This name was selected

because of the central position that critical activities in a project play in

the methed. The Critical-Path Method is of general interest from several

aspects:
1) t may be used to solve a class of "practical"

business problems
2) It requires the use of.modern mathematics

3) Large-scale computing equipment is required
for its full implementation

4) It has been programmed for three computers --

UNIVAC I, 1103A and 1105 with a Census Bureau

configuration
5) It has been put into practice

In what follows we will attempt to amplify these points. We will

describe various aspects of the mathematical model first. The mathematics

involved will be treated rather superficially, a detailed development being

reserved for a separate paper. The second part of this essay will cover

the experience and results obtained from the use of the Critical-Path Method.



PART 1: ANALYSIS OF A PROJECT

1. PROJECT STRUCTURE

Fundamental to the Critical-Path Method is the basic representa-
tion of a project. It is characteristic of all projects that all work must be

performed in some well-defined order. For example, in construction work,

forms must be built before concrete can be poured; in R & D work and product

planning, specs must be determined before drawings can be made; in adver-

tising, artwork must be made before layouts can be done, etc,

These relations of order can be shown graphically. Each job in

the project is represented by an arrow which depicts (1) the existence of the

job, and (2) the direction of time-flow (time flows from the tail to the head of

the arrow). The arrows then are interconnected to show graphically the

sequence in which the jobs in the project must be performed. The result is

a topological representation of a project. Figure 1 typifies the graphical

form of a project.
Several things should be noted. It is tacitly assumed that each job

in a project is defined so that it is fully completed before any of its successors

can begin. This is always possible todo. The junctions where arrows meet

are called events. These are points in time when certain jobs are completed

and others must begin. In particular there are two distinguished events,

origin and terminus, respectively, with the property that origin precedes

and terminus follows every event in the project.
Associated with each event,as a label,is a non-negative integer. It

is always possible to label events such that the event at the head of an arrow

always has a larger label than the event at the tail. We assume that events

aro always labeled in this fashion. Fora project, P, of n +1 events,

origin is given the label 0 and terminus is given the label n.

The event labels are used to designate jobs as follows: if an arrow

connects event i to event j, then the associated job is called job (i, j).

During the course of constructing a project diagram, it is necessary
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to take into account a number of things pertaining to the definition of each

job. Depending upon such factors ae the purpose for making the project

analysis, the nature of the project, and how much information is

any given job may be defined in precise or very broad terms. Thus, a job

may consist of simply typing a report, or it might encompass all the develop-

ment work leading up to the report plus the typing. Semeone concerned

with planning the development work should be interested in including the

typing as a job in the project while those concerned with integrating many

small development projects would probably consider each such project as

an individual job.
Further, in order to prepare for the scheduling aspects of project

work, it is necessary to consider the environment of each job. For

example, on the surface it may be entirely feasible to put 10 men on a

certain job. However, there may only be enough working space for five

menatatime. This condition must be included in the job's definition,

Again, it may technically be possible to perform two jobs concurrently.

However, one job may place a safety hazard on the other. In consequence,

the first job must be forced to follow the second.

Finally, the initiation of some jobs may depend on the delivery of

certain items -- materials, plans, authorization of funds, etc. Delivery

restraints are considered jobs, and they mast be included in the project

diagram. A similar situation oceurs when certain jobs must be completed

by a certain time. Completion conditions on certain jobs also may be handled,

but in @ more complicated fashion, by introducing arrows in the project diagram.

Project diagrams of large projects, although quite complicated, can

be constructed in a rather simple fashion. diagram is built up by sections.

Within each section the task is accomplished one arrow at a time by asking

and answering the following questions for each job:

1) What immediately precedes this job?

2) What immediately follows this job?

3) What can be concurrent with this job?
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By continually back-checking, the chance of making omissions is small.

The individual sections then are connected to form the complete project

diagram. In this way, projects involving up to 1600 jobs have been handled

with relative ease.
From a scientific viewpoint, the idea of diagramming the technolog-

ical relations among the jobs in a project is almost trivial. Such diagrams

are used in many engineering and mathematical applications. However,

diagramming is an innovation in project work which has given planners

several benefits:
1) It provides a disciplined basis for planning a project.

2) It provides a clear picture of the scope of a project

that can be easily read and understood.

3) It provides a vehicle for evaluating alternative

strategies and objectives.

4) It tends to prevent the omission of jobs that naturally

belong to the project.
5) In showing the interconnections among the jobs it

pinpoints the responsibilities of the various operating

departments involved.

6) It is an aid to refining the design of a project.

7) It is an excellent vehicle for training project personnel.

Zz CALENDAR LIMITS ON ACTIVITIES

Having a diagram of a project is only the firat step in analyzing

a project. Now the plan must be put on a timetable to obtain a schedule.

In order to schedule a project, it is necessary to assign elapsed

time durations to each job, Depending on the nature of the project this data

may be known deterministically or non-deterministically. Another way to

say this is that the duration of each job is a random variable taken from an

approximately known distribution. The duration of a job is deterministic

when the variance of the distribution is small. Ctherwise it is non-

'deterministic.



The Deterministic Case. On the basis of estimated elapsed times, we may

compute approximations to the earliest and latest start and completion times

for each job ina project. This information is important not only for putting
a schedule on the calendar, but also for establishing rigorous limits to guide

operating personnel. In effect, it tells those responsible for a job when to

start worrying about a slippage and to report this fact to those responsible

for the progress of the project. Inturn, when this information is combined

with a knowledge of the project's topological structure, higher management

can determine when and how to revise the schedule and who will be affected

by the change. This kind of information is not determined accurately by

traditional methods. What this information provides is the basis for a system

of management by exception,
Let us that the project, P, of n+1 events, starts at

relative time 0. Relative to this starting time each event in the project

has an earliest time occurance. Denote the earliest time for event i by

(9) and the duration of job (ij) by yij We may then compute the values

of 4,(0) inductively as follows:
ts

(6) 0
0

max ly +t Gare PT, <n,(1) (0) (0) i<j

Similarly, we may compute the latest time at which each event in

the project may occur relative to a fixed project completion time. Denote

the latest time for event i by ty X is the project completion time

(where d > t,(°)) we obtain

if(1)

(2)
= min i <j .1(1) (1)

Having the earliest and latest event times we may compute the
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following important quantities for each job, (i,j), in the project:

Earliest start time (0)
i

Earliest completion time 2 1 +

Latest start time = t -
Yy

Latest completion time x

Maximum time available =

(0)
i

(1)

(0)

jt tQJ) (0)

If the maximum time available for a job equale its duration the job

is called critical, A delay in a critical job will cause a comparable delay

in the project completion time, A project will contain critical jobs only when

Ifa project does contain critical jobs, then it also contains at

least one contiguous path of critical jobs through the project diagram from

origin to terminus. Such a path is called a critical-path.
If the maximum time available for a job exceeds its duration, the

job is called a floater. Some floaters can be displaced in time or delayed

to a certain extent without interfering with other jobs or the completion of

the project. Others, if displaced, will start a chain reaction of displace-

ments downstream in the project.
It is desirable to know, in advance, the character of any floater.

There are several moasures of float of interest in this connection. The

following measures are easily interpreted}

Total Float =
0)

-
2,
(0)

"Ys
Free Float = t - t -

Independent Float max (0, no) - t
-
%4;)

Interfering Float

(0) (0)

(1)

(1) (0)
j j

Non-Deterministic Schedules. Information analogous to that obtained in

the deterministic case is certainly desirable for the non-deterministic case.
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It would be useful for scheduling applied research directed toward a well-

defined objective.

However, in attempting to develop such information some difficulties

are encountered which do not seem easily resolved. These difficulties are

partly philosophical and partly mathematical. Involved is the problem of

defining a "meaningful" measure for the criticalness of a job that can be

computed in a reasonable fashion.

Although a complete analysis of this situation is not germane to the

development of the Critical-Path Method, it is appropriate, however, to

indicate some concepts basic to such an analysis, Thus, in the non-deterministic

case we assume that the duration,

at which an event occurs is also a random variable, t, , with probabilityj
density H,(t) . We assume that event 0 is certain to occur at time 0.

Ny , of activity (i,j) is a random variable

with probability deasity G As a consequence it is clear that the time(y)
ij

Further, on the assumption that it is started as soon as possible, we see that

t +
Ny

the completion time for job (i,j), is a random variable with prob-

ability density (x) 2
i

Gj)» if i 0

(3) 8,(x) =

H,(u) G (xij du (i,jje P.
= 0

Assuming now that an event occurs at the time of the completion of

the last activity preceding it we can easily compute the probability density,

H(t) of

See M. G. Kendall, "The Advanced Theory of Statistics", Vol. 1,

J. B. Lippineott Co., 1943, p. 247.
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ty
= maxx, Gide P, <5],

where 45
is taken from SOx)

t
(4)

(i,j)< P ij (t) (k, j)« P kjs (ujdu,

Several methods are available for approximating (x) and H(t) .

The one which suits our taste is to express G in the form of a histogram

with equal class intervals. The functions (x) and H(t) are then histo-

grams also and are computed in the obvious way by replacing integrals by

sums. It would seem that in practice one can afford to have fairly large class

intervals so that the chore of computing ie quite reasonable.

be desirable to abide by this assumption, Indeed, it may be possible to delay

the start of job (i,j) to a fair extent after the actual occurance of t, without

does provide a probabilistic lower bound on the start time for job (i,j). By

analogy with the deterministic case we may think of H (t) as the probability

density of the earliest start time for job (i,j). Similarly, S,j (x) in (3) then

becomes the probability density of the earliest completion time for job (i,j)
In this sense, (4) is the probabilistic analogue of (1).

It is desirable to be able to measure the criticalness of each job in

the project. Intuitively one is tempted to use the probabilistic analogue of

(2), running the project from some fixed or random completion

false hope since, among other things, such a procedure assumes that the

ij
ij

In computing s

started at the time of the occurance of t . For various reasons it may notij (x) and H,(t) above we assumed that job (i, J) was

changing the character of H(t) However, the assumption we have made

time as was done in the deterministic case. In this way one might hope to

ebtain information about the latest times at which events can occur, so that

probabilistic measures of float might be obtained. It appears that this is a

start time can always be assumed certain, simply by making lead time forproject start time is a random variable and not a certain event. (The project
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the project start on the day the calculations are made. )
To proceed further we must introduce the notion of "risk" in

defining the criticalness of a job. On the basis of this definition one would
hope to obtain probabilistic measures for float which would be useful for
setting up a system for management by exception. We will not explore
these possibilities further here.

3, THE PROJECT COST FUNCTION

In the deterministic case,
case,

the durations of jobs may sometimes be
allowed to vary within certain limits. This variation may be attributed to
a number of factors. The elapsed-time duration of a job may change as the
number ef men put on it changes, as the type of equipment or method used

changes, as the work week changes from 5 to 6to 7 days, etc. Thus, manage-
ment has considerable freedom to choose the elapsed-time duration of a job,
within certain limitations on available resources and the technology and

environment of the job, Every set of job durations selected will lead to a

different schedule and, in consequence, a different project duration. Conversely,
there are generally many ways to select job durations so that the resulting
schedules have the same shortest time duration.

Faced with making a choice, management must have some way of

evaluating the merits of each possibility, In traditional planning and schedu-

ling systems such a criterion is not teo well defined. In the present context,

however, there are several possibilities. The one we will focus our attention

upon is cost.
Job Cost. When the cost (labor, equipment and materials) of a typical
engineering job varies with elapsed-time duration it usually approximates
the form of the curve of Figure 2. This is what is usually called "direct"

cost. Costs arising from administration, overhead, and distributives are

not included.
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t

Note that when the duration of job (i,j) equals Dd,
» the cost is

aminimum, On the surface, this is a desirable point at which to operate.

Certainly management would seldom ever elect to require the job to take

longer than the optimal method time. We call D,j the normal duration for

job (i,j). However, exogenous conditions may require that a job be expedited.
This may be done in a variety of ways. But in any case there is a limit to
how fast a job may be performed. This lower bound is denoted by a in

Figure 2 and is called the crash duration for job (i, §) .
It is thus reasonable to assume that the duration

Yay
of job (i, j)

satisfies

(5) 0<dij <
Ny

<
Dy .

The cost of job (i,j) is now approximated in a special way over the

range defined by inequalities (5). The type of approximation used is dictated

by the mathematical technique involved in what follows. Thus, we must

assume that the approximate cost function is a piecewise linear, non-increasing

to make more than a linear approximation. There are exceptions, of course,
and convex function of Vy bd Usually in practice insufficient data is available

In the linear case we may write

(6) Cost of Job (i,j) = ij +b, >

Minimum Project Costs. On the basis of job cost functions just developed

<0 and b >O
L 4

where ij

we can determine the (direct) cost of any particular schedule satisfying

inequalities (5) by simply summing the individual job costs. That is,

(7) Project (Direct) Cost = (aiy Yay ij+b )
(i,j)e

It is clear that there are generally many ways that job durations

may be selected so that the earliest completion times of the resulting schedules

are all equal. However, each schedule will yield a different value of (7), the



project cost, Assuming that all conditions of the project are satisfied by
these schedules, the one which costa the least invariably would be selected
for implementation,

It ia therefore desirable to have a means of selecting the least

costly schedule for any given feasible earliest project completion time,
Within the framework we have already constructed, such optimal" schedules

are obtained by solving the following linear program: Minimise (7) subject
te (5) and

(8) t Ger,
and

(9) ah.

Inequalities (8) express the fact that the duration of a job cannot exceed the

time available for performing it. Inequalities (9) require the project to

start at relative time 0 and be completed by relative time 4. Because of

the form of the individual job cost functions, within the limits of most interest,

is also the earliest project completion time.

At this point it should be noted that the case where each job cost

function is non-increasing, piecewise linear and convex is also reducible to

@ parametric linear program (see [7] and (8)). It does not add anything

essential here to consider this more generalized form.

A convenient tool for generating schedules for various values of X

is the method of parametric linear programming with as the parameter.

Intuitively, this technique works as follows. Initially, we let
%45

=
Ds;

for

every job in the project. This ie called the all-normal solution. We then

assume that each job is started as early as possible, Asa result we can

a reduction in the project completion time by expediting of the critical

jobs -- those jobs that control project completion time. Not all critical jobs

compute t (0) for all events. In particular, the earliest project completion

time for this (0)is By the of the job cost
(0)

this schedule is also a cost schedule for \ =t We now force
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are expedited, but only those that drive the project cost up at a minimum
rate as the project completion time decreases. As the project completion
is reduced, more and more jobs become critical and thus there is a change
in which jobs are LS be expedited. This process is repeated until no further
reduction in project completion time is possible.

Mathematically speaking, the process utilizes a primal-dual algo-
rithm (see [6]). The restricted dual problem is a network flow problem
involving both positive upper and lower bound capacity restrictions. A form
of the Ford-Fulkerson network flow algorithm [3] is used to solve it. The
critical jobs that are expedited at each stage of the process correspond to &

cut set in the graph of all critical jobs.
This process produces a spectrum of schedules (characteristic

solutions in the linear programming sense) each at minimum total (direct)
cost for its particular duration, When the costs of these schedules are plotted
versus their respective durations, we obtain a non-increasing, piecewise
linear, convex function as depicted in Figure 3. This function is called the

project cost curve.
Uses of the Projectvest Curve. The project cost curve only reflects the

direct costs (manpower, equipment and materials) involved in executing a.

project. However, other costs are involved which contribute to the total

project cost, such as overhead and administrative costs and perhaps even

penalties for not completing a project or some portion of it by a certain time.
These external costs must be taken into account when managemert plans how

the project should be implemented relative to overall objectives.
Relative to these external costs there are at least two types of con-

siderations that management may makes

1) The (direct) cost curve for the project may be

compared with the indirect cost of overhead and

administration to find a schedule which minimizes
the investment cost.

2) The investment cost curve may be compared with

market losses, as when it is desired to meet the

demands of a rising market in a competitive situation.
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The schedule selected in this case is one which
maximizes return on investment.

4. MANPOWER LEVELING

As developed in this paper, the Critical-Path Method is based
primarily on the technological requirements of a project. Considerations
of available manpower and equipment are conspicuous by their absence. All
schedules computed by the technique are technologically feasible but not

necessarily practical. For example, the equipment and manpower requirements
for a particular schedule may exceed those available or may fluctuate violently
with time.
a method which "levels" these requirements,

Here we will outline the approach we have taken to this problem.
We restrict the discussion to manpower, similar considerations being appli-
cable to leveling equipment requirements.

The term "manpower leveling does not necessarily mean that the

same number of men should be used throughout the project. It usually means

that no more men than are available should be used. Further, if this require-
ment is met, one should not use the maximum number of men available at one

instant in time and very few the very next instant of time.
The difficult part of treating the manpower leveling problem from a

mathematical point of view is the lack of any explicit criteria with which the

"best" use of manpower can be obtained. Under critical examination, avail-
able levels of manpower and also changes in level are established arbitrarily.
This situation exists to some degree regardless of the organization involved,

Even in the construction industry, where the work is by nature temporary, the

construction organisation desires the reputation of being a consistent "project
life" employer. The organization wants the employee to feel that once "hired

on" he can be reasonably sure of several months' work at the very least. In

plants and in technical and professional engineering fields the same situation

A means of handling these difficulties must therefore be sought --

exists but with more severity. The employee is more acutely aware of



"security", and the employer much more keenly aware of the tangible costs
of recruitment and layoff as well as the intangible costs of layoff to his
overall reputation and well-being.

In most organizations idle crafts and engineers or the need for
new hires are treated with overwhelming management scrutiny. This is an

excellent attitude, but too often this consideration is short range and does not

consider long range requirements.
The following approaches to this problem have been made:

Incorporating Manpower Sequences. It is possible to incorporate manpower

availability in the project diagram. However, this approach can cause con-

siderable difficulty in stating the diagram and may lead to erroneous results,
Therefore, we recommend that this approach be dropped from considération,

For example, assume there are three jobs -- A, B, and C -- that,
from a technological viewpoint, can occur concurrently, However, each job

requires the same crew. We might avoid the possibility that they occur

simultaneously by requiring that A be followed by B, followed by C. It is
also possible to state five other combinations _ ACB, BCA, BAC, CAB, and

CBA.
If we assume that this example occurs many times in a large arrow

diagram, then there is not one, but & very large number of possible diagrams

that can be drawn,
Now suppose a manpower sequence was not incorporated in the diagram

and schedules were computed. It could be that the float times available for

jobs A, B, and C are sufficient to perform the jobs in any of the six possible

time sequences. However, by incorporating manpower sequences, we would

never really know the true scheduling possibilities.

Examining Implied 1Requirements. Currently this method is performed

manually and has been successfully used by applications personnel. It is

possible to de much of the work involved by computer but, thus far, computer

programs have not been prepared.
In preparing the work sheets for each activity, a statement is "ade

of how many men per unit of time by craft are required for each duration.

The planning and scheduling then proceeds in the manner prescribed by the

Critical-Path Method. After a schedule is selected from all of the computed



schedules, work on manpower leveling starts.
The first task is to tabulate the force required to execute the jobs

along the critical path. Manpower commitments must be made to do these

jobs at specibic calendar dates. If manpower is not available, a longer
duration schedule must be selected and the force requirements re-evaluated.

If adequate manpower is available to perform the critical jobs, then

the total work force required by time units is tabulated. This is done by

assuming every job starts at its earliest start date, The tabulation also is
done, except assuming that every job starts at its latest start date.

Two total force curves result, These are then examined to be sure

that they conform with some implicit statement of desired force. If not, the

floaters are displaced to smooth the force curve. (In practice it has been

found that one should displace the jobs with the least float first. )
During the tabulation and leveling processes, sub-totals are kept

by craft to ensure that, even though total force may be all right, craft re-

strictions also are met.
The smoothing (a purely heuristic process) is done until the desired

foree and craft curves are obtained, or until it is discovered that the schedule

requires an unavailable force. In this case, the next longer schedule is

selected, and the process ie repeated until satisfactory results are obtained.

In one actual case, it was determined after attempts at smoothing

that 27 mechanics were required when only 8 were available. Smoothing for

this condition meant about a 20% lengthening of the critical path. Armed with

this information, the planning and scheduling staff placed in management's

hands a quantitative measure of the meaning of a manpower shortage so that,

in advance, corrective action could be taken.

Solving for Best.Fit, A procedure has been developed for computer program-

ming that again is subjective in approach. One does not "solve" for the "best"

force on the basis of some objective criteria. Rather, one states in advance

what is "best" and then attempts to find the "best" fit.

The procedure is similar to examining the implied force requirements.

18
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The total force curve desired, and craft breakdowns if required,
constitute the input.. Then a step-by-step procedure is followed to move
the floaters so that the resultant force curve approximates the desired force
curve. If the Tesults are unsatisfactory, the procedure would be to begin
again with a schedule of longer duration.

The detailed method is too long for presentation here. In its
present form, it is too involved for manual use except on very small projects.
The logical steps are not too difficult, but for even modest-sise projects the
amount of storage required and "keeping track of'' program steps dictates a

fairly large computer for economical processing.

5. AN ACCOUNTING BASIS FOR PROJECT WORK
From the very start of the development of the Critical-Path Method,

it has been the practice to assign a cost account number or job work order
number to every job in a project. With this data, a structure can be set up
for accruing costs against the proper accounts as the project proceeds.

Because each job in a project has a cost curve associated with it,
as duration times are computed, it is a simple matter to compute the estimated

individual job cost for a schedule. This computation gives management and

supervision the basis for project cost control. As actual costs are accrued,

they can be compared with estimated costs and analysed for exceptions.
Time and cost control are inherent in the system.

One of the difficult tasks on certain types of project work is closing
the project to capital investment accounts. This frequently is not completed

until long after the project ends. There are several reasons for the delay.
One is that costs are sometimes not accrued so that they may easily be

identified and/or apportioned to the proper facility. Another is the sheer

magnitude of the accounting job. Under the Critical-Path system, it is

possible to do this job as you go, keeping current with the project. Just as
it is easy to close a project, it is easy to estimate in advance capital expendi-

tures for labor, equipment and materials. This can moan many dollars in
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savings to project management in efficient capital usage.

PART Il: HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT AND RESULTS

1, EARLY DEVELOPMENTS
The fundamentals of the system outlined in Part I were developed

during early 1957. Preliminary results were reported in [4] and [5]. By
May 1957 the theory had advanced to the point where it was felt that the
approach would be successful. At that time a cooperative effort to imple-
ment the method was undertaken by Remington Rand and duPont in order to
determine the extent to which any further work was advisable, Remington
Rand supplied the required programs for duPont's UNIVAC I located in Newark,
Delaware. Engineers from duPont provided a small pilot problem with which
to make the preliminary tests.

The results of this phase of the development were officially demon-
strated in September, 1957. The demonstration showed that the technique
held great promise. Accordingly, further tests of the system were authorized.
These tests were set up to determine several things, among which were the

following major points:
1) To see if the data required were available and,

if not, how difficult they would be to obtain

2) To eee if an impartial group of engineers could
be trained to use the new method

3) To see if the output from the new scheduling system
was competitive in accuracy and utility with the

traditional method

4) To determine what kind of computing equipment
is required for this type of application

5) To see if the new system was economical.
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2 SELECTING A TEAM

By late December 1957 a team of six engineers was formed, and

work on the test was under way. The team consisted of a field superintendent,
a division engineer, and two area engineers, all with experience from con-

struction, a process engincer from design, and an estimator. It is important

to note that all these men had some experience in each of the other's speciaity.
For this reason they had very little difficulty in communicating with one another.

Further, they averaged from 8 to 10 years' experience in the duPont organisa-
tion, Knowing the organisation helped expedite their work as a team by

making it possible to avoid unnecessary red tape in acquiring the necessary

data,
The objectives of the team were to collect the data required for the

test project and then plan and schedule it, using the then available UNIVAC 1

system. In order to prepare the way, the tearm was given s 40-hour workshop

course on the Critical-Path Methed. This course covered the philosophy of

the method, project diagramming, and interpretation of results. Some attempt

was made to indicate how the computer determines cost schedules,

but purely for the sake of background. None of the mathematics involved was

discussed. The team then spent about a week preparing and precessing a

small artificial project to test how well they absorbed the material of the course.

It was subsequently discovered that as little as 12 hours of instruction are

sufficient to transmit a working knowledge of project diagramming to operating

personnel,

3, THE FIRST LIVE TEST
The project selected for the first test was the construction of a new

chemical plant facility capitalised at $10,000,000. We will refer to this

the methed was essentially untried, it was decided that the team's scheduling

would be carried out independently of the normal scheduling group. Further,

project as Project A. In order to get the most out of the test, and because
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the team's schedules would not be used in the administration of the project.
The plan of Project A was restricted in scope to include only the

construction steps. More specifically, the project was analyzed starting
just after Part Il authorization -- the point at which about 30% of the project
design is complete and funds have been authorized to start construction.
This approach was reasonable for the first test because the: sequence of
construction steps was more apparent than those of design and procurement.
The latter were to be included in the analysis of some subsequent project.

As the team proceeded to prepare the plan for the project, the

following kinds of data were collected and reviewed!
1) Construction cost estimates
2) File prints and specifications
3) «Scopes of work and correspondence
4) Bids and quotations
5) Material and equipment Uist and limiting

equipment List with estimated deliveries
6) Design schedule

7) Craft and average wage rates and unit

price data

8) Details of pending contracts involving
field labor

9) Contemplated design changes with cost
and time estirnates

The whole project was then uivided into major areas. The scope
of work in each area was analysed and broken down into individual work
blocks or jobs. These jobs were diagrammed. The various area diagrams
were combined to show all the job sequences involved in the project. The

jobs varied in size from $50 to $50,000, depending on the available details

and the requirements imposed by design and delivery restraints, All told,
the project consisted of 393 jobs with an average cost of $4,000) 156 design
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and delivery restraints; and 297 "dummy" jobs to sequence work properly,
identify temporal check points, and help to interpret results.

During the diagramming phase, normal and crash times and their
costs were compiled for each job. In order to develop the normal time it
was necessary to use the judgment and experience of the team members in

determining the size crew that would normally be assigned to each type of

work using generally accepted methods. The associated normal cost was
obtained from construction cost estimates.

As only a 40-hour week was authorized for the project, the crash
times were obtained by considering only the maximum reasonable increase
in manpower for each job and its effect on elapsed time. Additional costs
were found necessary because of the extra congestion and activity on a job
as crew size increased. Therefore the crash cost was obtained by adding
the extra labor costs te the normal cost with an allowance for labor con-

gestion, <A straight line was then fitted to this data to obtain the job cost

function described by equation (6).
As the plan for Project A took shape, it became clear that we had

grosely underestimated the ability of the team, They went into far more

detail than expected. This first application made it impractical to continue

with the existing computer programs, Fortunately, Remington Rand had

previously agreed to reprogram the system for a much larger computer --

1103A, This programming was expedited to handle the test application.

4, SOME RESULTS OF THE PROJECT A TEST
By March of 1958, the first part of the Project A test was complete.

At that time it was decided that most of the work on Project A that was being

subcontracted would be done by duPont. This change in outlook, plus design

changes, caused about a 40% change in the plan of the project. Authorization

was given to modify the plan and recompute the schedules. The updating

which took place during April, required only about 10% of the time it took to

set up the original plan and schedule. This demonstrated our ability to stay
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"on top" of a project during the course of its execution.
Several other indicative results accrued from the Project A compu-

tations. With only 30% design information, we predicted the total manpower
force curve with high correlation, The normal scheduling group had it
building up at a rate too fast for the facility to handle in the initial stages of
the project. (The reasen for this is that they were unable to take available
working space into account.) It was not until the project was under way that
the error was caught, and they started cutting back the force to correspond
with actual needs.

Early in the planning stages the normal scheduling group determined
critical deliveries. The team ignored this information and included all
deliveries in the analysis. There were 156 items in total. From the computed
results it was determined that there would be only seven critical deliveries,
and of these, three were not included in the list prepared by the normal schedu-
ling group.

As estimated by traditional means, the authorized duration of Project
A was put at N months. The computer results indicated that two months
could be gained at no additional cost. Further, for only a 1% increase in the

variable direct cost of the project an additional two mosthsimprovement could
be gained. The intuitive tendency is to dismiss these results as ridiculous,
However, if the project manager were asked for a four-month improvement in
the project duration and he had no knowledge of the project cost curve, he would

first vigorously protest that he could not do it. If pressed, he would probably
quote a cost penalty many multiples of the current estimate and then embark on

an "across-the-board" crash program. Asa point of fact, the reason for the

large improvement in time at such a small cost penalty was because only a

very few jobs were critical -- about 10% -- and only these needed expediting.
The difference in time of two months from N to N-2 can be explained as the

possible error of gross time estimates and/or the buffering used in them.
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5. THE SECOND TEST CASE
With the successful completion of the Project A test, additional

projects were authorized. Now the planning was to be done much earlier
in the project life and was to incorporate more of the functions of engineer-

ing-design and procurement. Project B, capitalized at $2,000,000, was

selected for this purpose. By July 1958, this second life test was completed
and was as successful as the first, Unfortunately, the recession last year
shelved the project so that it could not be followed through to completion.

Experience gained up to this point indicated that even greater

capacity than the 1103A provided was essential. In consequence, programs

were prepared for the 1105.

6. APPLICATIONS TO MAINTENANCE WORK
In the meantime, it was felt desirable to describe a project of much

shorter duration so that the system could be observed during the course of

the whole project. In this way improvements in the system design could be

expedited. An ideal application for this purpose is in the shutdown and

overhaul operation on an industrial plant. The overall time span of a shut+

down is several days, as opposed to the several year span encountered in

projects such as Project A,
The problems of scheduling maintenance work in chemical plants

are somewhat different from those of scheduling construction projects, From

time to time units like the blending, distillation and service units must be

overhauled in order to prevent a complete breakdown of the facility and to

maintain fairly level production patterns. This is particularly difficult to

do when. the plant operates at near peak capacity, for then it is not possible

to plan overhauls so that they occur out of phase with the product demand.

In such cases it is desirable to maximize return on investment. Because

the variable costs usually are small in comparison to the down-time production

losses, maximizing return on investment is equivalent to making the shutdown

as short as possible.
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For purposes of testing the Critical-Path Method in this kind of

environment, a plant shutdown and overhaul was selected at duPont's I.auis-
ville Works. At Louieville they produce an intermediate in the neoprene

process. This is a self-detenating material, se during production little or
no maintenance is possible, Thus, all maintenarcs raust be done during
down-time periods. There are many of these shutdowns a year for the

various producing units.
Several methods and standards people from Leuisville were trained

in the technique, and put it to the test. One of the basic difficulties encountered

was in defining the plan of a shutdown. It was felt, for example, that because

one never knew precisely what would have to be done to a reactor until it was

actually opened up, it would be almost impossible to plan the work in advance.

The truth of the matter is that the majority of jobs that can occur on a shut-

down must be done every time a shutdown occurs. Further, there is another

category that oceurs with 100% assurance for each particular shutdown --

scheduled design and improvement work. Most of the remaining jobs that

ean occur, arise 90% or better assurance on any particular shetdown.

These jobs can be bandied with relative ease.

The problem was how to handle the unanticipated work on a shutdown.

This was accomplished in the following way:
It is possible in most operating production units to describe, in

advance, typical shutdown situations. Prior to the start of a given shutdown,

& pre-computed schedule most applicable to the current situation is abstracted

from a library of typical schedules. This schedule is used for the shutdown.

An analysis of theese typical situations proved sufficient because it was possible

to absorb pated work in the slack provided by the floaters. This is

not surprising since it has been observed that only 10% of the jobs in a shut-

down are critical.
However, if more unanticipated work crops up than can be handled

by the schedule initially selected, then a different schedule is selected from

the library. Usually less than 12 typical schedules are required for the

:

Ubrary.
Costs for these schedules were ignered since they would be insig-
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nifirant with reapect to production losses. However, normal and crash
times were developed for various levele of labor performance. The

approach here is to "crash" only those jobe whose improved labor perform-
ance would improve the entire shutdown performance. The important
consideration wae to select minimum time schedules, Information on

elapsed times for jobs wae not immediately available but kad te be collected

from foremen, works engineering staff members, ete.

By March 1959, this teet was completed. This particular applica-
tion is reported in {1}. By switching to the Critical-Path Method, Louisville
has been able to cut the average shutdown time from an average of 128 hours

to 93 hours, mainly from the better analysis provided. Expediting and

improving labor performance on critical jobs will cut shutdown time to 78

hours - & total time reduction of 47 hours.
The Louteville test proved so succesafal that the techniques is now

being used as a regular part of their {maintenance planning and scheduling

procedure on this and other plant work. It is new being introduced to main-

tenance organisations throughout duPent. By itself, the Louisville applica-

tion has the potential of paying for the whole development of the Critical-Path
Method and of earning an equal amount during its firet year of use.

7 CURRENT PLANS
Improvements have been made continually to the system so that

today it hardly resembles the September, 1957, system. Further improve-

ments are anticipated as more and more projects are tarkiei. Current

plans include planning and scheduling a multi-million dollar new plant eon-

struction project. This application involves about 1800 events and between

2200 and 2500 jobs. As these requiremente outstrip the capacity of the

present corcputer programs, some aggregation of jobs was required which

reduced the size to 920 events and 1600 jobe. This project includes all

design, procurement and construction steps, starting with Part I authorisa-

tion, (Part Lis the point at which funds are authorised to proceed with

sufficient design to develop a firm construetion cost estimate and request
:

Part II authorisation. )
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Also included in current plans are a four-plant remodernisation
program, several shutdown and overhaul jobs, and applications in overall
preduct planning,

8 COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIENCE
The Critical-Path Method has been programmed for the UNIVAC 1,

1103A, and 1105 with a Census Bureau configuration. These programs
were prepared so that either UNIVAC I or the 1100 series computers may
be used independently or in conjunction with one another.

The limitations on the sise problems that the available computer
programs can handle are as follows: UNIVAC I -- 739 jobs, 239 events;
1103A 1023 Jobs, $12 events; 1105 3000 jobs, 1000 events,

In actual practice input editing has been done on duPont's UNIVAC I
in Newark, Delaware and computation and partial editing on 1100 series
machines at Palo Alto, St. Paul, and Dayton. Final editing has then been

done at Delaware. System compatibility with magnetic tapes has been very
good. In one major updating run, input, output and program tapes were

shipped by air freight between Palo Alto and Delaware.

Generally computer usage represents only a small portion of the

time it takes to carry through an application. Experience thus far shows

that, depending on the nature of the project and the information available, it

may take from a day to six weeks to carry a project analysis through from

start to finish. At this point it is difficult to generalize. Computer time

hae run from one to 12 hours, depending on the application and the number

of runs required, (Seven runs were required to generate the library for the

Louisville project. )
Input and output editing has run less than 10% of the cost curve com-

putations. Indeed, the determination of the earliest and latest start and

finish times, and total and free float for a project of 3000 jobe and 1000 events

takes under 10 minutes on the 1100 series computers. This run includes

input editing; computation, and output editing. If a series of these runs are
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to be made on the output solutions from the cost curve computation, ealy
from three to four minutes more are required for each additional solution.

Figure 4 indicates typical cost curve computation times. Of the
total number of characteristic solutions that this computation produces, ao
more than 12 ever have been output edited. The reason for this is that many
of the characteristic solutions have very small differences in total project
duration.

It has been found that fruitful use of parts of the Critical-Path
Method do not require extensive computing facilities. The need for the
hardware is dictated by economics and depends upon the scope of the applica-
tion aud the amount of computation that is desired.

go A PARALLEL EFFORT
Early in 1958 the Special Projects Office of the Navy's Bureau of
set up & team to study the prospects for scientifically evaluating

progress on large government projects. Among other things the Special
Projects Office is charged with the overall management of the Polaris Missile

Program which involves planning, evaluating progress and coordinating the

efforts of about 3000 contractors and agencies. This includes research,
development and testing activities for the materials and components in this
submarine-launched missile, submarine and supporting services.

A team staffed by operations researchers from Boos, Allen &

Hamilton, I.orkheed Missile Systems Division and the Special Projects Office

made an analysis of the situation. The results of thair analysis represent
@ significant acrnmplishment in managing large projects although one may

quibble with certain details. As implemented, their system essentially
amounts to the following:

1) A project diagram is constructed in a form
similar te that treated earlier in this paper.

2) Expected elapsed time durations are assigned
to each job in the project. This data is collected

by asking several persons involved in and respon-
sible for each job to make estimates of the
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. following three qmantities:
a. The most optimistic duration of the job
b. The most likely duration, and

. The most pessimistic duration.

3) <A probability density function is fitted to this
data and approximations to the mean and variance
are computed.

4) Expected earliest and latest event times are com-

puted using expected elapsed times for jobs by means

of equations (1) and (2) of Part Il, Simultaneously
variances are combined to form a variance for the

earliest and latest time for each event.

5) Now, probabilistic measures are computed fer each

event, indicating the critical events in the project.

6) Finally, the computed schedule {s compared with

the actual schedule, and the probabilities that actual

events will occur as scheduled are computed.

This system is called PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Tech-

nique. The computations involved are done on the NORC Computer, Naval

Proving Grounds, Dahlgren, Virginia. More information about PERT may

be found in references [2], [11] and [12].
There are some aspects of the PERT system and philosophy to which

exception might be taken, Using expected elapsed times for jobs in the com-

putations instead of the complete probability density functions biases all the

computed event times in the direction of the project starttime, This defect

can be remedied by using the calculation indicated by equation (4) of Part I.

Farther, it is difficult to judge, the value of the probability state-

ments that come out of PERT: (1) because of the bias introduced; (2) because

of the grose approximations that are made; (3) because latest event times are

computed by running the project backward from some fixed completion time.
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If there is goed correlation with experience then these objections are of no
concern. At this moment we are in no position to report the actual state
of affairs.

Finally, PERT is used to evaluate implemented schedules originally
made by some other means, usually contract commitments made by con-
tractors. To be of most value PERT, or for that matter the Critical-Path
Method, should be used by the contractor in making the original contract
schedule. In this way many of the unrealities of government project work
would be sifted out at the start.

10. EXTENSIONS OF THE CRITICAL-PATH METHOD
The basic assumption that underlies the Critical-Path Method, as

developed thus far, is that adequate resources are available to implement

any computed schedule. (In some cases, this assumption can be avoided by

inserting certain types of delivery and completion restraints in the project
plan. However, in many cases this is an unrealistic assumption. )

Apparently there are two extremes that need to be considered:

1) Available resources are invested in one project.
2) Available resources are shared by many projects.

In the first case experience has shown that there is usually no

difficulty in implementing any computed schedule. Any difficulty that does

arise seems to be easily resolved, The Critical-Path Method applies very
well in this case. It may be called intra-project scheduling.

In the second case, however, we run into difficulties in trying to

share men and equipment among several projects which are running con-

'currently. We must now do inter-project scheduling.
The fundamental problem involved here is to find some way to define

an objective for all projects which takes the many independent and combina-

torial restraints involved into account: priorities, leveling manpower by

crafts, shop capacity, material and equipment deliveries, etc. For any

reasonable objective, it also is required to develop techniques for handling

the problem. Preliminary study has indicated that this is a very difficult
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area of analysis and requires considerable research. However, it is felt
that the Critical-Path Method as it stands can form a basis for systems and

procedures and for the requisition of data for this extension of scheduling.
It would be of some interest to extend the method to the case where

job durations and costs are random variables with known probability density
fanctions. The mathematics involved appears to be fairly difficult. Due
to the problems of obtaining data in this form, such an extension may be

purely academic for several years to come,

11, OTHER APPLICATIONS
The potential applications of the Critical-Path Method appear to be

many and varied. Consider the underlying characteristics of a project --

many series and parallel efforts directed toward a common goal, These
characteristics are common to a large variety of human activities. As we

have seen, the Critical-Path Method was designed to answer pertinent
questions about just thie kind of activity.

We have already treated applications of the technique to the con--

struction and maintenance of chemical plant facilities. The obvious extension

is to apply it to the construction and maintenance of highways, dams, irrigation
systems, railroads, buildings, flood control and hydro-electric systems, etc.

Perhaps one of the most fruitful future applications will be in the planning of

retooling programs for high volume production plants such as automotive and

appliance plants.
We have also seen how it can be used by the government to report

and analyse subcontractor performance. Within the various departments

of the government, there are a host. of applications -- strategic and tactical

planning, military base construction, censtruction and overhaul of ships,
missile countdown procedures, mobilisation planhing, civil defense, etc.

Within AEC alone, there are applications to R & D, design and construction

of facilities, shutdown, clean-up, and start-up of production units. Another

example is in the production use of large equipment for the loading and un-

loading portion of the production cycle of batch processes, Because each

of these operations is of a highly hazardous nature, demanding very close
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control and coordination of large numbers of men and/or complex equip-
ment, they appear to be natural applications for the Critical-Path Method.

Common to both government and industry are applications that
occur in the assembly, debugging, and full-scale testing of electronic systems.
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{1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

(5)

{6}

[7].

[8}
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ABSTRACT

An Advanced Magnetic Tape Systen for Data Processing
Dr. Richard B, Lawrance*

We describe a new magnetic tape mechanism, recording systen,
and information checking and restoration system of high reliability.
In the mechanism, comparison is made between pinch-roller and vacuum
capstan means for tape motion control. Criteria include mnimization
of tape deterioration both gradual and catastrophic, tracking, skew,
and maintenanes considerations.

Systems techniques for enhancing tape system reliability are dis-
cussed briefly, with some emphasise on the use of error detection and
automatic correction. The choice of information format on the tape
and of error correcting parameters for maximm effectiveness is des-
oribed,

* paTAmatic Division

Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.

151 Needham Street
Newton Highlands 61, Massachusette



Eastern Joint Computer conference

An Advanced Magnetic Tape System For Data Processing

I Introduction and Tape Mechanism Considerations.

It a truiem that for any but the smallest digital date processing systens
major attention mst be given to the provision of an adequate magnetic tape trans

port, and writing system, and for insuring the correctness of informa.
tion all the way from the central processor to the magnetic tape and back again,
Thies paper will describe some of the above mentioned features of the Honeywell soot,

Eerly in the layout and specification of a system it is necessary to
decide specifications for and approach tape mechanion and

recording systen. As regards the tape mechaniem itself, our earlier experience

(particularly with the DATAmatic 1000) hed favorably inclined us toward the vacuum

capstan approach. Our several yeare of experience with electrostatis clutching had

led us ultimately to abandon the electrostatic appreach for the DATAmatic 1000, and

after re-evaluation, it was again excluded from consideration for the new system, As

to the other two widely-used methods of achieving fast stop-start tape motion, we felt
that the faster and more positive of these namely the pinch-roller approach

should be the most seriously considered as an alternative to the use of vacuum

capstans,

1 Together with the paper "Control & Arithmetic Techniques in a Multi-Programmed
Presented at thisComputer. By: N.Lourie, H. Schrimpf, R. Reach, W. Kahn.

conference, the present paper forms a partial technical description of this new
data processing system.



In this comparative evaluation and in the design effort which followed, we

placed an overriding importance on providing the magnetic tape iteelf with a benign
environment, This is in accord with our belief that in every stage of manual hand.

ling or manipulation by the mechanisa all stresses in the tape (both during normal

operation and under failure conditions) should be made sero by design or kept to

demonstrably safe values,
The following tabulation compares inherent features of presently used pinch

roller mechanisms with the corresponding features of pneumatic mechanisms.

Pinch Roller Vacuum Capstan

1. In some designs (but not those in 1. Only the mase of the tape itself requires
which the idler is continuously driven) acceleration, thus minimizing the force
the tape to be accelerated must bear transmitted to and by the tape.
not only the forces to accelerate its
own mass but also the forces to give
angular acceleration to the idler.

2. The tape accelerating forces are 2. The tape accelerating forces are distri-
plied in a concentrated area surrounding buted over a typically fifteen fold large
the line of tangency of two typically er area, whose length may equal or exceed
rather small cylinders (slightly spread one~fourth of the capstan circumference.
by resiliency in the tepe iteelf and at The capstan diameter may be conveniently
most one of the cylinders). large.

3. In order to prevent non-simul taneous 3. Symmetrical engagement of the tape to
clutching across the width of the tape capstan or brake is automatically achieved
(with attendant tracking and skew pro- by symmetrical design of pneumatic passages.
blems) a very accurate pivoting or transe Engagement always commences along tape

across the tape is a possible source of
skew.

he Compressive action of pinch-roller tends 4, Free from dirt embossing. No material

latory motion is requireds fast opera- center line minimising skew, Transverse
tion demands that this be designed for variationg in tape thickness does not add
mnimum inertia, Thickness variation to skew.

to emboss wear particles or other dirt body need touch the oxide surface of the

applicable to metal tape). 4e made to do ao).
4nto the oxide surface of the tape. (Hot tape (although usualy the magnetic head



5. Powerful fast-pickup driving and brake 5, No restriction on interval between suc}
ing mechanisms may be slow to release, cessive commands, Moving parts of mech-
placing safety restriction on minimum anism are offset from tape path, completelyinterval between drive and brake come covered, and cannot touch tape. No danger
manda. to tape from tug-of-war,

6, Air lubrication of tape is a built-in6. For high performance, auxilary airlubrication may be required, feature,

7. Usual embodiment employs rollers of 7. Essentially complete edge guiding over
flanged-spool construction, with tape entire path from supply reel to takeup
unsupported and not otherwise edge~ reel is easily incorporated,
guided over important portions of ite
path.

The considerations tabulated above led us to design for the Honeywell 800 a

tape mechanion utilising the vacuum capstan principle and embodying many of the tech-

niques and principles used in the earlier DATAmatic 1000 three-inoh tape mechanisn.

2 R. A. Skov "Pulse Time Displacement in High-Density Magnetic Tape"
IBM Journal of Research and Development, April 1958.

R. B. Lawrance, R. E. Wilkins, R. A. Pendleton, "Apparatus for Magnetic Storage on

Three-inch Wide Tapes", Proceedings of the Eastern Joint Computer Conference, 19%".
Special publication T-92.



II Brief Description of Tape Mechanisn

1 a 'The

unit approximately 5 feet 9 inches high and occupies a floor area slightly
over 2 feet square. The tape is a nominal 3/4 inch wide end is et a
speed of 120 inches per second in either direction desired, High speed rewind

4s previded, in one direction only, at 360 inches per second.

The cabinet show includes the separate write-amplifier final stages for the

ten recording channels as well as the final stage for the AC-excited separate erase

gap; the three-stage transistor preamplifiers for each of the ten playback channels;

and the solid-state switching eqiipment for placing the read-write head and cirouite
in the selected mode. Also included are the power supplies, loop position sensors

and servo control for the DC-operated reel motors; the power supplies for the read-

write ciroults; vacuum and pressure sources for the capstan, brake, and suction

loop chambers; beginningeof-tape and end-of-tape sensing means; storage; and other

electronic packages facilitating testing and maintenance,

Figure 2 shows a closeup of the capstan area as it appears when tape is in

position for information transfer, The centrally-located three-inch diameter billet
contains the magnetic head assembly, and the oxide surface of the tape is uppermost.

The tape lies horisontally, immediately ever the two-piece horisontal vacuum brake,

and thence executes a 90-degree downward turn at each capstan before dropping

directly to the pneumatic loop chambers. Rach capstan, when not actively engaged in

driving tape, is provided with continuous air lubrication of approximately 2 psig,
which effectively prevents al] contact between the capsten and the tape. Unbroken

edge guiding present in the vicinity of the capstans, brake, and indeed

4s present all the way from one reel to the other except a of 1 3/l, inches



immediately next to each reel, Even in these regions back edge guiding is present,
the deliberate absence of front edge guiding being in the interest of eliminating

possible finger-catching accidents, It has been our experience with magnetic tapes

(as with other elongated flexible substrates) that continuous edge guiding is far
more advantageous than guiding by periodically-spaced flanged spools, provided only

that the tape be slit accurately enough. For nearly two years we have made complete

and detailed observations of commercially produced magnetic tape with respect to width

and the periodic curvature usually called snekiness. we can state that the snakiness can

reasoably be reduced to complete insignificance while the width of slitting ia held well

within a total range of 2002 inch,

We feel that these edge~guiding arrangements, together with accurate tape width

control, yield considerable benefit in drastically reducing tracking and skew errors

within the mechanism, as well as contributing to long tape life since the edges of

the tape are nowhere subjected to localised sideways forces. Spring-loaded parts for

exerting side-thrust on the tape are thenselves subject to excessive wear, so their

elimination enhances reliability.
'Returning it with Figure 1, we note that in normal

operation, with the tape in the loop chambers and the head in position, the oxide

surface is in rubbing or pressure centact with no parts of the mechanisn except the

magnetic head, bringing tape wear to a practical winiem, Wigure 3 shows the capsten

and head area with the head eccentrically rotated, removing the head from contact

with the tape oxide surface, Thus in high speed rewind (at whose beginning the head

rotates away automatically) not even the head touches the oxide. Rotation of the

head automatically controlled, ig also used during tape changing, at which time it
enables the tape to slip easily over what is otherwise an unbroken edge guide.



In Figure 3 the magnetic portion of the is all on the left hand supply
reel and the leader of heavier-gauge clear Mylar (permanently attached to the tape)
is lying over the capstan and brake. This enables the nature of the exteror pneu
matic passages of the capstan and brake to be seen. The two capstans are continuously
rotated in opposite directions by individual 1200 rpm hysteresis synchronous:: motors,
the capstan circumference being exactly 6 inches, The left and right portions of the

brake (lying between the normal head location and the two capstans) are internally
connected to a common working air passage which is supplied appropriately with medium

suction, strong suction, or air at atmospheric pressure,

Figure 3 also shows that no pressure pad is employed to keep the tape in con-

tact with the magnetic head assembly. Wrapping contact between tape and head is
adequately by having the head press the tape down into a short and very
shallow "ve, the outer edges being defined by the rounded shoulders of the brake,

closely adjacent. By means of this wrap, with its elimination of pressure pads,

and by means of the unconventionally large radius of curvature of the magnetic head

(both essentially the same in dimensions as in the DATAmatic 1000) we achieve good

transient and running contact between tape and head, together with a gratifyingly
low rate of head wear, Measurements carried on over more than a year's two-shift

operation of a DATAmatic 1000 show for all channels of all magnetic heads a quite

uniform and unexpectedly low rate of wear. The average yearly loss of material fron

the head under these conditions amounted to 0.0001 inch.

By implication, the tape wear produced by friction between head and tape is cor

respondingly emall.

Rewind and Tape Change

The central processor instructions to which the tape drive responds are Write

(forward), Read Forward, Read Reverse, and Rewind. The Tape Change operation is ini-
tiated by manipulating a lever switch on the tape machanisa itself.



Rewind and Tape Changs

cont'd,

The position show in Figure 3 occurs at the termination of a tape change

operation, which starts with a high speed rewind unless the tape is already rewound.

Every rewind command is executed by the mechanism as a high speed rewind, and once

Contimed on page 7



received from the tape control unit the rewind is performed under lecal control unti
completed. During high speed rewind the tape speed is controlled by the left-hand
Vaouum capstan, whose motor speed is increased automatically to 3600 rpm, The tape
remains in both vacuum loop chambers and accordingly receives the benefit of controlled
tension and complete edge guiding. Upon rewinding past the designated beginning of
tape, as sensed by a photoelectric arrangenent described later, the mechaniam shifts
down from 360 ips to 120 ips. This latter speed endures for a of a second

and the tape is then stopped in normal fashion by pneumatic fro the

capstan and exgagenent to the brake. The bead, which has been automatically moved

out of contact with the tape during the rewind, now rotates back into contact with
the tape, and the closing of a the computer that the rewind has

been completed and that the tape mechanism is agein ready for instructions. At this
time the magnetic head is positioned part way dow the clear leader and has access to

the first magnetic information location by mowing the tape in the forward direction

(to the right).
If it is desired to change tape, a centrally located mamma switch on the com

trol pane] is thrown to the tape change position, It is irrelevent whether the tape

de already rewound or not, although sone heed rotating operations are bypassed if
the rewind is continuous with the tape change, The tape proceeds to the left, along

the clear leader and at 120 ips, until « single short centrally placed slot in the

leader is sensed by an orifice and vacuum associated with the upper end of

the right hand loop chamber, When sensed this

causes the tape to stop with only two or three thrne rensining to be

from the reel, and the of the

initiated so that the reel is ready for removal.

Time taken for a rewind operation can be chahaotertsed by the equations

4

4

4

t
in hich al times aredistance in ft.

5nd :

or rewind & given in seconds.+ 2.14



Tape Reels and Mounting

processing magnetic tape mechanisms do not as a rule

use standard reels, and the present equipment is no exception. Since e partial
vacuum (about one half atmosphere absolute) is provided within the equipment for

use in the clutch, it is quite natural to use this vacuum for holding the reels

onto the reel mounts, This technique has already proved highly satisfactory with

the 23 pound reels of the DATAmatic 1000, Advantageous features

include the lack of contact between reel and reel mount, the fact

that the reel mb is not subjected to hoop stress, and the provision of a large

flat reference surface on the ree] mount, which insures wobble«free rotation and

accurate positioning of the reel relative to the back reference surface,

Suction is similarly used for attaching the free end of the tape leader to

the right hand reel whenever a tape is loaded on the machine, as well as for ini-

tially attaching the inner end of the tape to the left-hand supply reel. It is
worth mentioning that vacuum attachment of the tape to the ree] makes it unnecessary

to perforate the reel flanges for finger access to the hub during loading. The

unperforated flanges are helpful in protecting tape from dirt and mechanical damage

while in storage or during handling, Basard to the operator is also reduced matere

dally.
The design of the reel and reel mount involved additional factors, however,

It was desired to make use of a demountable ring, capable of being stored with the

reel of tape and serving by its presence or absence to enable or inhibit the record

ing of information on the tape. (This is in addition to a manual switch on the operator's

panel.) Various embodiments of this principle have been used for several years by

other manufacturers, but we believe our version has some useful and novel advantages.

One desirable feature present in our arrangement is that the physical presence or

absence of the write-enable ring does not need to be inferred from the status of a

concealed electrical ewiteh (which requires that electrical power be applied and that

the circuit be functioning with some means of indicating ite status). We have placed



the write-enable ring in plain view on the front of the reel, It thus becomes

easy to remove or insert the ring while the reel is in place on the nechanian,

without the necessity for first rewinding the tape in order to renove the reel.

Figure 4 shows a photograph of three reel mounts, one having a write-enable

reel of tape mounted on it and another carrying a write-inhibit reel. The removable

@nap ring which converts a write-inhibit reel to a write-enable reel is shown beside

the third reel mount. The principal working part of the reel mount subassembly is
the central bell-shaped cylinder, Its axial motion controls three retractable

nylon latches, spring-loaded radially outward, and also an internal piston, springs

loaded axially outward. To remove a tape reel from the mount the reel flanges are

lightly grasped by the fingers, while the thumbs press the central cylinder so that

4t moves axially inward, The three nylon latches are thus moved radially inward to

the point where the ree] can alide over them and be removed. In putting a ree] on

the mechanism, the central cylindrical bore of the reel performs a simiar operation

in reverse as the reel is moved inward it presses on the nylon latches, retracting :

thea. A small fraction of an inch before the reel is fully seated the latches snap

outward and thas hold the reel in place even with no power or no vacuum, When vacuum

4s applied (automatically, as part of the normal cycle-up procedure) the reel is
drawn into intimate sealing engagement with the rubber driving rings and is fully

positioned ready for operation.

The ring operates by capturing the outer rim of the central cylin-

der, as the reel is pressed on. By this means the central cylinder is moved inward

about 1/4 inch as the reel is seated home. The internal piston-and-cylinder arrange-

ment ie thereby vented to atmospheric pressure rather than being connected to the half.

ataosphere suction reservoir. The elctrical image of these pressure states is

created in a stationary vacuum-diaphragm-operated Microswitch Located at the rear of

the wain mounting plate and sampling the pressure in the reel mount cylinder via a

carbon rotary seal.



The Vacuum Clutch

Figures 2 and 3 showed portions of the vacuum capstan and brake, and their
relationship to the magnetic head as mminted in the mechanism. Migure 5 shows an

exploded view of these components of the pneumatic clutch, viewed from the eide rear,
Of the components all but the capstan moter are mounted to the front of the heavy
flat vertical plate which serves as structural support and back edge guide, and which is
omitted from the photograph. The capstans, of which only one ia shown in exploded

position, are directly mounted to the shafts of their respective hysteresis synchro-
nous motors. Precision bearings are used in the motors, and capstan runout and taper
are held to tight tolerances in order to achieve good tape tracking.

A 90~degree segment of each capstan is connected via the working air passage

to the electropneumatic valve, mounted nearby in the actuator housing body. (As shown

in Mgure 5, this is bolted directly to the capstan housing body.) The fixed portion
of each pneumatic commtator consists of a carbon composition cylinder which fits
closely without rubbing inside the cuplike capstan, The portion of the working air
passage within each carbon piece consista of a single slot centrally spanning the

active arc of the capstan, and a drilled hole connecting to the actuator,

The location of this slot along the center line of the tape track, together with

the pneumatically symmetrical design of the capstan itself, leads to what we believe

4e an important advantage for the vacuum clutching technique. Figure 6 shows a series

of sketches ;epresenting the clutching action and the production of skew in pinch roller
and vacuum clutches respectively. Part A shows (greatly exaggerated) the engagenent of

a tape to a capstan when the moving pinch roller is slightly so that dis-

tances Dl and D2 are unequal. While we have no quantitative measurements available

it ie not too difficult to imagine that an inequality of perhaps 0.0001 inch will
result in significant time difference in the engagement of the two tape edges, to the

capstan. Parallelogram distortion of the tape would then produce skew. Similarly,
as shown in Sketoh B, it wuld appear to be possible for skew to be produced even if



the moving pinch roller were to be perfectly aligned with the capstan, Any thickness
taper across the width of the tape will produce the same effect as an
Pineh roller, Again we have no quantitative data to support this conjecture but
the point-to-point thickness tolerances to which tape backing is produced are large
enough so that the possibilitées of skew production from this cause should not be
overlooked, The unsettling thing is that since tape is not customarily inspected for
thickness uniformity it appears possible for portions of an otherwise perfect tape to
produce random skew when used with a clutch of the pinch-roller type,

The situation is different with a vacuum capstan, however, as shown by experi«
ment. A priori expectations (verified in detail by observations using a time-delayed
stroboscopic flash) are that since the working air passages communicate to the under=
side of the tape symmetrically about the tape center line it should be the case that
the center of the tape always engages first. Thereafter the region of engagement
spreads symmetrically to the edges, Prior to the evacuation of the working air page
sage it and the underside of the tape have been supplied with air lubrication at
slightly above atmospheric pressure; thas at the start of a clutching operation the
underside of the tape is at a rather definite and reproducible location with respect
to the capstan eurface, As shown in the fourth sketch of Figure 6 it is thus to be

expected that, to first order at least, any variation of tape thickness across the
web will not significantly affect the symmetrical tape engagement.

Returning to Figure 5, it oan be seen that the valve actuators each contain a
small but efficient electromagnet which is energised when its associated capstan is
intended to drive tape, The highly effective eddy-current shielding of the aluninun

actuator housing body prevents any external magnetic influence on the tape or in the

head,



Figure 7 shows a sketoh of one of the electropneunatic valves, each of which
is essentially a pneumatic SPDT switch, With no current in the coil the flat arma.

ture, resiliently pivoted near the right-hand end, will seal off the upper valve

seat, being maintained in position by pivot bias and by air pressure differential,
During this time the working air passage to the capstan is supplied with Jubricate

ing air from the pressure reservoir, at approximately 2 psig. when current is passed

through the magnet winding the valve assumes the position of Figure 7, with the arma-

ture magnetically drawn down to seal off the compressed air frou the working air
passage. The capstan and working air passage tine exhaust inte the reservoir at

half-atmosphere vacuun,

The armature is tapered Slightly, as show, to 1educe inertia and speed up

pullein, Life tests on a group of armatures and magnete, driven at 120

operations per second for a period of over 20 months showed no measurable change

in performance after 6,2 x 10° operations,

The transistor circuits which drive the actuators supply an initial high.
current pulse for fast armature pullein, dropping to a reduced holding current which

lasts until the stop command is received, The ferromagnetic material of the magnet

iz an alloy with relatively low saturation flux density so that drop-out tine is
held to a minimum, The transistor circuits are interconnected in such a way that

engagement of the tape to both capstans simultaneously is most unlikely, even under

failure conditions; even if this should ecour, however, the tape suffers no damage

since the capstan motors will stall without the tensile elastic limit of the tape hav-

ing been exceeded.
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Typical curves of tape velocity versus time in starting and stopping are show
in Figures 8 and 9. These curves were taken by recording the tape a train of 6)
pulses derived from a 5 kc keyed oscillator, turned on at the time of the stop or start
command, Magnetic development with colloidal Fe30, and position measurement with a

microscope and traveling micrometer table were then used to give an accurate history of
tape position and velocity, relative to the readewrite gap, versus time,

Figure 8 shows that in response to a start command the tape commences to move at
slightly less than one millisecond; at 2.7 =illiseconds the tape has traveled 0.12 inch
and is traveling at 120 inches per second. Speed fluctuations thereafter do not exceed

spproximately 3 or percent, although the read system will tolerate mang times this
amount. Figure 9 shows that in stopping, the initial deceleration occurs after about

1.2 milliseconds and that the total distance to come to rest is substentially less
than 0.3 inches, As mentioned briefly earlier the 80) mechanism allows a start con-
mand to follow a stop command arbitrarily closely. The present curves indicate why

the tape contimes at full speed when the interval between commands does not exceed

approximately 0.7 milliseconds; for longer intervals there is a smooth transition to
the isolated-stop, isolated-start condition shown in the graphs,

Sensing of Beginning and End of Tape

In the interest of brevity we will not give a complete description of the cir
cult arrangements for keeping track of the position of the tape in the machine: that

is, whether the magnetic head is positioned over the permanently-attached clear leader,
initial information space, mid-tape information space, or one of the recognisable end»

tape sones. With one exception, the task of remembering tape positions on all of the

eight connected tape mechanisms is assigned to their common tape control unit.
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The exception is concerned with rewind operations, in which the controlling elemente
are completely local to the respective tape drives: a relay picks up at the start
of the rewind and only releases upon sensing clear leader at the completion of the
rewind,

The boundaries of all logically distinct tape regions marked off by emall
windows at the front edge of the tape,created by removing oxide for a distance of 0.1
inch along the tape and i035 inches in from the edge. Since the nearest recording
channel ends 0,0h1 inches from the edge there is no conflict between optical sensing
and magnetic recording. It ts possible to sense the passage of a window without interes

fering in any way with the execution of any write or read nstruction vhich may be in
process, Significant program advantages and tine savings result from this feature.

The special illuminator contains a miniature long-life tungsten filament bulb
and @ one-piece optical element consisting of a lens, cylindrical barrel, and angular

refracting surface. This illuminator is positioned at a fixed distance from the

magnetic head near the upper end of the right-hand loop chamber, with the optical
element extending at angle through the loop chamber outer wal] to a position

nearly flush with the inner surface, By this means, since the angle of the refract-

ing surface is nearly the angle for grasing refraction, a satisfactory intense light
source is effectively positioned directly opposite the outer edge of the tape, yet
without mechanical projection inte the path of the tape,

Upon paseage of one of the windows, light falia on a silicon photeo-

diode (part of the subassembly) which issues the window-recognition signal for

interpretation and storage.



Read-Write System

In the Honeywell 800, in nearly all other systexs, the tapes are written in
the forward direction only, i.e. with the tape moving to the right. Reading takes place
in either direction as desired, and uses the same head gaps as for writing. 'Ten

channels are used, of which eight are information channels, one is an Orthotronic

parity channel, and the tenth is a clock. A separate erase gap,
located a fraction of an inch upstream of the re gaps, applies AC erase to

the tape at the time of recording. The read-write gape are ineline across the tape

and are spaced on 0.070 inch centers,

The AC erase serves the primary function of cleaning out the inter-record gaps

and leaving the tape magnetically neutral, which facilitates record-entry recognition
in bidirectional readback, NRZL recording (saturation-to-saturation, flux change

denotes a "one") is used on the information and parity channels, The Honeywell &00

word contains L6 bits (not counting the parity bite which accompany the information

on tape and in memory) so that a word occupies six frames on tape, a frame being defined

as the time-similtaneous recerd of a bit in each information channel, The parity bit
ia also recorded simultaneously with the eight information bits. The frame interval is
21 microseconds, corresponding to a frequency of 7,619 frames per second and a bit

density (at 120 inches per second) of 397 per inch.

The clock channel is similarly recorded from saturation to saturation, but under

goes one flux reversal per frame, The recording of the clock is not simaltaneous with

the recording of the other bits of the frame but is offset by one half of the frame

interval. By thie means the read circuit is made 1f-timing, highly tolerant of speed

variation in the tepe mechanism, and free from one-shot circuits with their Jitter' and + :

delay tolerance accumulations.



As soon as a write instruction is received the erase head is excited and remains

so, independent of tape motion, until receipt of the next instruction of a differant

type (read, rewind, tape change). At the beginning of a record to be written, with the

tape in motion and the inter-record gap just traversed, write current is initiated in
all ten channels in the same standard polarity. This results in half-strength magnetic

poles of known polarity being written in aj] channels, automatically ignored in play-
back. Thereafter the clock begins its 21-microsecond beat and 10.5 microseconds after
the first clock beat the first frame ia recorded, with flux reversals in those channels

where ones are to be written. Writing continues, at six frames per word, until all
words of the record have been recorded. Before cessation of writing two orthotronie

words (twelve frames) and an end-of-record word are appended, after which one more

Clock pulse is written and al] write currents drop to sero.

The construction of the orthotronic words is on a basis, roughly as

follows: the first, thirteenth, twenty-fifth . . . bits are half-added and the first
bit of the orthotronic word is the complement of their sum, Similarly the second

orthotronic bit ie formed from the second, fourteenth . . » bits of the record, etc.

The result is a very powerful check having the following properties:

1. Garbled information confined to a single channel can be recreated regardless

of the length of the difficulty.
2. Garbded information extending up to twelve bits in length can be reconstructed

regardless of the mumber of channels affected,

In playback the ten channels are connected, by means of solid-state switching, to

ten individual preamplifiers located at the tape mechanism and thence are passed via

the tenfold read bus to the Type 803 Tape Control Unit. Further shaping culminates

in peak detection of each signal and the production of a one-half microsecond pulses
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essentially coincident with each flux change in the channel, These pulses set nine
individual high-speed flip-flops, which accumlate the bits of the frame; the next
peak-detected elock pulse (half a period later) resets all flip-flops and sends the
bits into buffer storage where they reside until a complete word is available for
transmission to memory.

Figure 10 shows the appearance of playback from a single channel, and has the
typical NRZ1 waveform. Because of the conservative bit density satisfactory resolu-
tion is achieved with a comparatively large head gap, minimising signal fluctuations
due to the passage of lint or other debris between the head and the tape. Figure I
shows the effect of a recording dropout deliberately produced by blowing fibers of
cotton lint into the region between the magnetic head and the tape being written.
The amplitude decrease shown is typical and produces no error in reading, as shown

by the associated peak detector waveforn. The read system is designed to tolerate
signal decrease to well below one-fourth of normal amplitude. It ie well to mention,

also, that the tape mechanism incorporates the conventional positive pressurization of
the region occupied by reels, capstans, head, and loop chamber entrances, thus exclud-

ing airborne dust except during necessary tape changing.

We have not dealt at lengths with the internal checking of the Honeywell 800 but

it is well to mention, in conclusion, two of these features associated with the magnetic

tape system. Writing cannot occur (and its absence is made known) unless an enabling
check shows that the erase head and the clock channel are both excited. The transmission

of data to the tape drive is checked for transverse parity at each frame and for longi-
tudinal parity on each channel of each record.

The net result of the features described in this paper is a strong, efficient,
and trouble-free tape system. The approach deliberately taken has been to design high'

reliability into all electrical and mechanical components, effecting error detection and

correction by means of the powerful capabilities of Orthotronic control.
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Dear Dr-Anderson,
Thank you for your letter on the manuscript of ZICC. of Nove3.
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Concerning the manuscript I must bes you your sveciel favor.
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SCIENCE - ENGINEERING + RHSHARCH « FOR HUMAN WELL-BEING
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are perfectly Independent of any kiné of branch causality such ac Ohm's

Law in dece or ReCe 6,12%, Such effine network theory can be called the

"oresOhmic" network theory or Qhnefrec netvork theery to which the

Roolean network thoory velonget3, This showa thet incidence matrices can

be used in te of netowrke With rectifiers,hysterecis or any other

nonlinearitye
4) Loops corresponding to tice are expresse by vectorc,and cutecets for

parricrs are expreseed by coveaters 1% which mean pairs of initial and

terminal 'hyperplanes in a affine cpace. Hermann

veyl'a of orthogonal srojcotion" 19, 12 is generalized to affine

projection for vectore anc to intersection with a eubspace for sovectors,



where

3
anc forma the gcncral foundation of the whole topolegical network theary®?
5) The invariant trencformations of variables for given functions from @

non-commutative group 15 which pleys an impertont role in thie method.

6) vector setcs All vectors of only zoro an' unity compenente

(modulo 2) of AeCinencioneal pace form an a group of erdcr 2h,

All loop vectors (modulo 2) of a notwork form itr subgroup. However,ita
subset of vectors of cingle loop pascing the relay branch,or more shortly
expreeseé ac single relay-loop vectorg" deee not cencrate & group because

only a sum of occ number of there veotors generates a relayloop vector,
end further a cum can be cither ea single relay-loop or a multiple loop
which consists of a cingle relayloop anc uneseparetec or scparated loops
of contact branches. Therefere,if the nuzberr of independent single
loop vectors anc all cepcncent relayeloop vocteors of thie eubcet are

recpectively cenotec with 0 anc K,the total nucber % of the reloy~loop
vectors ic given by

:

teas +o = ant,Kx Cy +6 2+

ne Cw 1,15 ir even,
nea OG, 4f C fe ore

mally,the total number Vor covectors cutting the relay branch

1s

V= Be Bs
whore Bane H are of indepén ent single relay-cut-set covectors

anc all depen'ent rclay-cutecct covectorse

:

An reletion of vectorn ane covectors will be cfinec, taking an

example on the following three vectors U", Vand WwW.
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Tt
there holds

V for all i
anc an ine cuslity holds

Um Vat icast for one =2 and 5). ii
If any poir of vectors or covectors ic in 1 end ii, the
vector U is callec "Jarrer than" Vor V is called n r than" U and

45 e pressed ap

44
The relation irc called a "y ctor order relation"+ (cayoring or inclueion).
W has no order relation to U an' Ve In goneral,a vector set. forme a

1

:

o +

"partially ordered(or semi-omered) "Get.
If all porcible KE relaysloop vectors Cy are determined by ocd number

a'dition of linearly independent relay-loop veotere C, W relay-
'loop vectors generally form a com veetor set. Bocauce veetors

4nolude all porsible relay-loop vectors, if therc exicts a multiple loop

U in theese vectors,its cingle loop part exirte in the reraining vectors,
enc this multiple loop vector U b larger then ite single loop part

Thus,& rclay-loop vector U alwaye @ craller
vector Vs This is an algebraic criterion that a relayeloop vector is

multiple. the necefeity of singlenecs of given ehert circuit
concitions Ce means the nomeexistence of a cmeller relay-

multiple coveator U hac @ smaller coyoetor in

+

loop vector in all E depencent relay-loop vcctor CO, «

@ll covectors BP ,ané the cinglenese of given open circuit conditions
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algebraically we :ns the nonexistence of a amalier
covectors in all if dependent net covectora B.
1 Statement of probleme

If th- problem ie given by short clreuit cond! tione,onc can start either
from the ctandard sum(canenioel form) or product Ng. Hither te easily
obtained from the other.
& Reduction of Caloulation by the prow concept

Generally there exist errtein formations ty of variables wh ch

keep the given sum S9 Invariant,anc the se transformations form a none
cormutative 14 conceming auccer sive substitutions, Then,there ie a
sot ef transformation elements of the group called the from

which all other treneformations onn be "rcnerated". Alco ac well known,
only pernutatione of of variables such ac (xx'),(xy),(xy') or
(wx)(zz') are sufficicnt to be conridered as genérator.

From the total nucber of each litcrel: in the standard cum anc from

ite configuration, the group generators ere determined from or Sy by
routine procecs..

If neeccrcary,the uultivlication table of the groun can be eecily made.

3 Chanee of Boolcan exprecsions by a procesc
From the sum S»,prime ioplicrnt 54 enc all other porsible

Boolcan expreccions Sq their duel product € +"press: RosRyscees

R% con be alebraicelly obtained 16,

of purely unprimec literrls or all primed literals,a minimum nctwork 1s

ions

Though a prime itolicant heppene to be a monotone function, that is,

often obtainable from itn non-menetone exprecrions
From Boolean any 5, is equivaicnt to Ry for all velues

of 1 anc je However,in topological decign,cimultanéous consicemation of
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3 ané ay is nore convenicnt espectally for tepelegical enumeration,
an in this case for each ,1f it hao a Corresponding network,the
choice of fy of the sane network 15 From cach of °y,the

Ry in thic manner ir ccnerally dotermined by examining
whether esch factor of Ry form a necessary set of varicbles
which should be zero in order that the Sq under censiceration becomes

zero. In : e 1,

for all ie

However,in cen: rel the co: respondehee ir not one to one(cee ixample 2).
A necersary condition of realisation of @ standard sum of G

terms by int centacts ic that all linearly écpendent relay-Loops
are ineluded in the original sum. If a cet of ccncrating loop-vectors,
C in ber, realizable as a netvork,the above ic elso the eur ficient
condition anc these holds

Ga orl, 4

Its procf is basec on the exelueivences of acke anc break contact

Literels in all terms of S9,0n the ocd numbc2 in addition and on the

nonexietence of multiple loop. Dually for product, there holda

Fa 3

eorret

: 4

fo: reelizable cane.

A Tenolorization
A set of short circuit conditions of cach of 54 le topologically

represented by a set of vectore Ce(4) in affine

expressing single an form a incidence matrix Cg (1)

ef G(1) rows A(L) columns. set of open circuits of cach of

1s topologically repr sented by a set of covectors B°(j) in A(S)=

ensionol atfine space exprercing single an' form a

cub-cet matrix BY (§) of F(J) rows an' AG) columns.
ei

5 "erlizabtlity by the of nodes, branches an



w

nodes cuct be equek to the of this leop,tha' 1s,
the nu -1(4) of vranche. thuc,the network uct have at least
nodes which ie equal to the maximum number (1) of unities in a loop

mch of Sg must be a cingls relay-loope Then, the number .°(1) of

vector:
Oe E(L)3 6

especially for the primo inplicant
E(f). 8

Thic Le cxpressced elco as

101 (3) (4) 1,
where D(1) ic the maximum number of veriables (contacts) in a tie, that

topolosical cictenge of the terminals of the relay branch.
The rank 6(1) of Cg civee the degree of freedom P'(1):
PI(4) = C(1) = -enk(Cg (4) 1

ples 4. 14

gives
Ca 1 aw 16

Suler's reletion
+ 1

If this ic not saticfied, there cocs not exist a circuit for this Cg (1).
Have Ee tac 18

given the maximum permircible nunber of accitional linearly, independent
"pseudotjes",whiokh mcan topologhoal cing leops but not Boolean ties by

make anc break contacts of a relay or more in serlessHowevor,

a relay*loop vector vith unities in pair contact components ic a single
peeudotie only when there tr no emellcr relny-loop vectors

an: it te a multiple loop vector if there is a relay-loop vector

ane this smaller vector ic not nececsarily a pseudetic.

pualiy,cach row of Bf. must be a Single outset ecovector. If
the maximum nusber of contacts in each row of B which cen be regarded
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as topolocical thickness of this barrier between two terminals of the
rélay,ic denoted by P(1) end that of branches whith may be called e
topological width of the denoted by 0(1).Then there holds

& duel prine 4mplicant RY,

a

PI(1) P(4) = O(4) <1, 9
Pia) 4 1

+

Especial for
PI(1) + fe O(1). 7

The proof ie based on the of cute cats, and that P branches
cen form (linke) of a cotrees

Ot) 1 wi) = vem (BT) ).
pt 13

gives.
BaA=Q1 15

tf
relationer

1-1

If this te not ceticfiodthcre 1s no circuit for this BY (1).
17

gives the maxinun perminsible of acditional linearly independent

"pseudgeutse",which are topologically cutecete but not cuts

by inclucing make anc break contacts of # relay or more fn pareilel.
However,@ cencral cut~ret covecter inclucing cuch pairecontacts le either
@ single releyepseudocut or a tinle cuteset ,of which the included

Single loop bs not necessarily a nreudocute

+ B

& Base Vectors an" Covectors by :

The vector Gy, cofines an affine subspace of Lome Ite base

base vectors Cy can be determined by transforming Cg into such a form

that ench row hec at least onc unity which is the only onc unity in its
1

column. If all rows acquire such unities, euch Cq wilh be called a

form. Further trencformation of the first square
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part of Cg toe unit matrix by acequate exchenge of its rown and columns

is Cispensable. The cemi~ 'aponalization is more easily done by a routine
work cof acdition modulo than by multiplication of an inverse of a

squarc wart. Them,all K lin erly dependcnt vectors Q are obtained
from the bere voctore Cg by all ofé number sume Cy will be called s

in short.
Tually has covectore BO and all H "epenent cutesete BM. can be

dotermineds BMY will be called

Z
If the siven vector set Ce exactly coincides with ite base Sq anc all

ub=ties Cy ,that tr, with C, ,
Wy 20

then the remaining part ir ta -calize the Desc Cy, as a connection by ite
If Cq ie not realizable ond N of cq.t6 ie a positive

integer,there is @ porcibility to realize 1t by the accition of pseucetlec

up to Ne Cy choulé net dc than any of Cy ,end all cubties

generated by S, and Cg should be ither loops or pseucotics.
If it ir still only inerence of contactenables renlizetion,
Sided / Ad other Boolezn precsfon of the seae n mber of contacts,

be coleuletcc. If all of then are

If coma of the CO, are pseudcties anc the rest arc all inclucec

in Cy »the process ir the came ec the first cas «

coincides with BV ,that ic, anc and

19

or BD include come preudocuts, then realisab! lity o: is » amined and

af Roof eqet7 is poritive ane all sub-cute by anc are either

or preucoties,the of way change to ® realizable

ern nnections

Gs C+

af
B+ HR

Once

The ebove cacce the "ost favorite or tho In cencral,only
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fome or none of rubtics & arc incluced in the Ce » ent the
rest of subtiee G, 'orm multiple loops an Boolean ties which are not

4

&
used sneak prths". cubties Ce may include smaller vector" then any

Anclucec tn »Which can give new algebraic definition of intuitionally

vector of the € en Cg « fneak paths and euch order reletion should be

eliminated either by chenge of 1 of 51 or by imoreare of contactse
end cmaller covectord

an BP ehould be either by chang of J of Ry or bd increace
of contectre
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ABSTRACT

REALIZATION OF BOOLEAN POLYNOMIALS BASED ON INCIDENCE MATRICES
S. Okada, . Moriwaki and K. P. Young

An algebraic method of finding minimum switching 2-terminal networks for any
given Boolean polynomial S is established by adopting node-branch incidence matrices
as unknown quantities.

i. Generators of invariant transformation group of & are determined.
2 Prime implicant 5) or any other equivalent polynomial 5, are expressed by

leops passing the relay branch and hence by a set of vectors CPa modulo 2 in a branch-

3% fay and

gree of freedom for each R, and 8,

mumber-dimeansional affine apace. Dually open circuit conditions R, are expressed by
a set of hyperplane covectors ti) of cut-seta.

(i) give realizable range of number of nodes, branches and de-

Base vectors re (i) of subspace (1) and al vectors Gy,(i) which express
leops passing the relay branch are determined based on linear dependency. Dually
Bfu) gives base covectors B*(1) and all covectors
branch.

5. Sneak paths or barriers in B"(i) or CG,(t) are eliminated by increase of con-
tacts.

which are loops including make and break contact of a relay in series. Dually, *pseudo-
cuts" B™(i) can be added to B*(i) for realization.

(i} of cut-sets cutting the relay

é. Networks of solution are obtained from either B"(i) or C_(i) by a new graphi-
cal or algebraic "ambit-method", generally with addition of some pseudo-ties C,(i)


